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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Office buildings are investment-type projects, and 

therefore, the efficiency and economy of the structural and 

architectural solutions are the two most important factors 

affecting the final development. To achieve maximum efficiency 

and economy of any system, an optimization technique is utilized. 

Optimization, in the design of a load bearing structure, is to 

find means to make all of the various structural elements work 

to their maximum capacity and in such manner as to produce a 

structure that best fulfills its functions and is most economical. 

The fundamental concepts of optimization with mathematical 

formulations are described in recent textbooks [(l), ( 2), (J), 
* (4), (5), (6), (7), and (18)] • The optimization techniques in 

Civil Engineering are applied to minimum cost design as well as 

weight minimization. Rubinstein and Karagozian< 25 > have, used 

a linear programming technique to obtain the minimum weight design 

of a multi-storey steel frame, using safety against collapse as 

the design criteria. The assumption that the final cost is 

reduced in accordance with the reduction in structural weight is 

* Numbers in bracket refer to number in Reference list. 

1 
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usually followed in most intuitive designs. The minimum cost 

design of reinforced girders using the technique of Lagrange 

multiplier has been published by Hill(lO) • Hill also used the 

technique of steepest descent (or the path of steepest slope} in 

the automated optimum design of a practical one way solid slab, 

beam and girder in reinforced concrete building< 26 ). Templeman(S) 

introduced the application of geometric programming in Civil 

Engineering. However, this technique is not likely to succeed 

in large projects, because of the large number of interrelation

ships which must be specified. Bond(g) developed a computer 

program for the design of reinforced concrete structures supported 

on columns. However the limitation on the number of structural 

the building make it inconvenient for the design of high-rise 

buildings. 

Office-buildings are grouped in urban centres where the 

cost of land is very expensive, therefore, it is the purpose of 

this study to undertake the optimum structural design of the 

tower type high-rises office building. 

The structural design of tall buildings consists of the 

design for gravity loads and lateral loads. Conventionally, tall 

buildings are braced against wind load by providing concrete 

shear walls and/or a shear core. If the capacity of the core is 

not sufficient, then the designer has to turn to the exterior 

framing to achieve additional lateral stiffness. Recently, 
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-'Structural engineers conceived the idea of designing tall buildings 

so that they behave like hollow-tube cantilevers in resisting 

wind forces. The exterior walls are designed either as Vierendeel 

beams or as trusses with diagonal bracings, while the core is 

designed for gravity loads on1y< 29 >. More recently, a third 

•pproach has been developed by the consulting engineering firm of 

Severud, Sturm, Coulin and Baudel(JO). This approach draws upon 

the aoment capacity of the core for laterial resistance and adds 

to it t.he axial resistance of the exterior columns by tieing the 

,.exterior columns to t.he core at sufficiently stiffened mechanical 

floors. 

In this study, the latter a.pproach is e.mployed. The effic

iency of this approach, in comparison to the previous two approaches 

for the design of the tower-shaped high-rise office building, is 

demonstrated on the model given in Reference (30). 

This project report consists of six parts. In Chapter II, 

tbe evaluation system of the building is defined and the basic 

coordination model for an optimally designed tall building is 

given. Chapter III contains a survey of recent 1automatic optim

ization methods which have found or should find useful application 

in the optimum design of load bearing structural members using 

the computer. The optimum design of a one-way solid slab, beam 

and girder floor-framing system as part of the coordination model 

is described in Chapter IV. The flat plate form of construction 

is commonly used as floor-framing in modern office buildings. 
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Its optimum design is given in Chapter V, followed by conclusions 

and recommendations in Chapter VI. Appendices A and B contain 

computer programs for the optimum designs of the one-way solid 

slab, beam and girder, system and of the flat plate system 

respectively. 

c 
\ 

El' 



CHAPTER I I 

DESIGN APPROACH, THE DEFINITION OF THE EVALUATION 
SYSTEM AND THE BASIC COORDINATION MODEL 

l.1 Introduction 

The approach to optimization was summarized by Beveridge 

and Schechter(lJ. This approach, as adjusted to suit the present 

problem, is shown in Figure (2.1) in the form of a flow diagram. 

In this chapter, the problem is identified, the evaluation system 

is defined and construction of the basic coordination model for 

optimal design of a tall building is shown. 

The object is the minimization of the cost of the rein

forced con-cre-te structure as based on the unit· prices of construct

ion materials. The three basic construction materials under 

consideration are: concrete, reinforcing steel and formwork. 

The present chapter consists of the following sections: 

Section 2.2 introduces the different types of office buildings 

and describes the approach to the design of tall buildings which 

ts being adopted in this study. The definition of the evaluation 

system is given in Section 2.3, which also contains a discussion 

on the decisions a designer has to make concerning the type of 

floor-framing and vertical supporting members. Section 2.4 

presents a description of the basic coordination model for the 

optimal design of high-rise buildings. The determination of the 

unit prices of construction materials pertaining to this study is 

given in Section 2.5, followed by a summary of this chapter in 

Section 2~6. 
5 
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2.2 Design Approach 

Usually, the space utilization in tall buildings varies 

over the height of the structure. Most of the recent office 

towers have a utilization distribution similar to that shown in 

Figure (2.2). This distribution induces substantially different 

live loads at different flows. The disposition on the plan 

depends on many factors such as the location and the shape of 

the building site, owner's demends, and the architect's solution. 

However, the building is generally planned in basic modules with 

mobile partitions to achieve multi-purpose usage of space. The 

elevators, staircases, service ducts, smoke shafts and other 

services are grouped together and enclosed in a continuous shaft 

for the full height of the structure. The layout of this core 

depends on the various user demands such as the number of persons 

per unit floor area and the number of storeys. An example core 

layout is suggested in Figure 2.3. The core can be placed near 

the centre of the plan (known as an inner core) as shown in 

Figure 2.4 or on an axis of symmetry of the plan at the 

circumference of the tower (known as an exterior core) as shown 

in Figure 2.5. The position of the core in the plan disposition 

of a building has the significant role as for the design 

assumption on the structure resisting the lateral loads. In 

this study, only tall buildings with inner cores are considered. 

In tall buildings, there is always the consideration that 

the lateral movement caused by wind loads might be large enough 

~ 

f ' 
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to cause cracking and unpleasant psychological reactions among 

the building occupants, without actually endangering the stability 

of the structure. To compensate for this, engineers design ~he 

columns and girders as rigid frames (wind bents), Figure (2.6a). 

A recent approach has designers stiffening the exterior wall 

framing so that the structure as a whole.acts.like a cantilever 

tube <29 ). Wa 11 s a re designed either as Vierendeel beams or as 

trusses (Figures 2.6·'., 2.7a). In this case, the core takes only 

gravity loading. The consulting engineering firm of Severud, 

Sturm, Coulin and Bandel (JO) has developed a further appraoch 

which incorporates the moment capacity of the core and the axial 

resistance of the exterior columns by joining the columns to the 

core with diagonals at the mechanical floors (Figure 2.7b). The 

51 storey steel I.D.S. Centre Tower in Minneapolis is a result 

of such a design concept. 

The design of tall buildings in reinforced concrete by 

this approach can be conceived as follows. By providing concrete 

shear walls, the core is designed as a moment resisting element. 

Furthermore, the exterior columns are connected to the core at 

the mechanical floors (where diagonals will not interfere with 

the space usage), by means of diagonal trussing. The connections 

at the columns are effectively hinges. The reasons for this is 

to have the core engage the exterior columns but not induce any 

bending moment in them when the structure is laterally loaded by 

wind. The core by itself would deform as a cantilever; but due 



a. Rfgid frame b. Vierendeel tube 

FtG2.6 STRUCTURES USED IN OFFICE BUILDINGS TO 
RESIST THE LATERAL LOAD 

a. Trussed tube b. Interior truss 

FIG.2.7 RECENT METHODS OF STIFFENING OF A TALL 
BUILDING AGAINST LATERAL MOVEMENT 
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to the restraint at the mechanical floors, the moment capacity 

is considerably reduced at these levels, as well as along the 

whole height of the structure. The behaviour of this "primary~ 

structure" is best illustrated in Figure 2.13. The surrounding 

"secondary structure" is designed for gravity loads only. This 

design concept, as adjusted to suit the basic optimization model, 

is discussed in Section 2.4. 

2.3 Definition of the project evaluation system 

A system must be determined for the evaluation of any 

design project. The break-down of the evaluation system, in 

general,· is illustrated in Figure 2.8. In descending order of 

priority with respect to decision-maK1ng, the system is sub

divided into subsystems, assemblies, components and parts. 

The load bearing structure forms a subsystem of the build

ing design evaluation system, as shown in Figure 2.9. The 

determination of the assemblies under this subsystem is dictated 

by the structural design philosophy as described in Section 2.2. 

In this study, there are three assemblies. The primary structure 

is composed of the core, exterior columns, and the mechanical 

floors with diagonal bracing. It carries both gravity and 

lateral loads. The floor framing and the interior columns (which 

may be placed in different positions between mechanical floors 

as demanded by the space usage of the building) make up the 

secondary structure which carries the gravity load only. To 
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transmit the loads to the ground, there is the third assembly, 

the foundation. The above assemblies and the further breakdown 

of the load-bearing structure into components and parts are 

detailed in Figure 2.10. This figure also indicates the complexity 

of decision making in terms of the designer's choice of components 

and parts. For example for the study undertaken in this report, 

the arrows show the sequence of decision making. 

The definition of the components and parts as outlined 

in Figure 2.10 can be found in publications on reinforced concrete. 

Recommended are References (11), (13), (14) and (17, part two). 

As the present study deals with the optimization of floor framing 

structures, further attention is directed to the description of 

such structures as follows. 

A floor slab panel can be designed so that the load is 

carried in one or two directions. The type of support conditions 

and/or the dimensions generally control the way in which the load 

is carried. As shown in Figure 2.11. The one-way floor slab 

panels is supported on beams which, in turn, transmit the loa~ 

to the girders. When the beams and girders are1built integrally 

with the slab, they assume the shape of a tee-section. The floor 

slab panel is referred to as a joist floor when the spacing between 

beams is sufficiently small (20" to JON). Removable steel pans 

may be·used for this type of construction or the space between 

joists may be filled with hollow tiles. A typical plan of a 

concrete joist floor panel is shown in Figure 2.12. 
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When the ratio of the long span to the short span is less 

than about two the bending in the long direction contributes a 

significant portion of the two way action whereas for larger 

ratios the load carrying action is basically one-way. This 

applies to cases when the floor slab panel is supported along 

its edges on the beams. Slabs which are supported at their corners 

by columns (the flat plate ) are restricted by structural behaviour 

to a nearly square plan. In this latter case, the punching 

effect induced by the columns can be reduced by means of drop 

panels and/or column·capitals. For heavier load~, the slab may 

consist of two-way ribs, known as the waffle slab. 

Composite construction has a cast-in-place concrete slab 

placed upon and interconnected to a prefabricated beam so that 

the combined beam and slab acts·together as a unit. The types 

of prefabricated beams are outlined in Figure 2.10. The 

interconnection is obtained by means of mechanical shear 

connectors such as 1. channel connectors, 2. stud connectors, 

(short pieces of straight or L-shaped round bars,) 3. spiral .. 

connectors, 4. Reinforcement ties and 5. shear ~eys plus vertical 

ties in prestressed concrete. 

It is worth noting that in recent years a marked increase 

in the use of precast slabs has occured. These are generally 

either conventionally reinforced or prestressed placed on a 

monolithic beam and girder frame. 

ft, 
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2.4 Coordination model 

The design of a tall building requires an organized 

approach. Due to the large number of requirements to be satisfied 

and decisions to be made, it is very unlikely that the optimum 

design of a tall building as a whole can be achieved in one giant 

step without first breaking it down into smaller methodical 

procedures. To this end, the coordination model which is shown 

diagrammatically in Figure 2.13 was developed. 

The systematic approach to be used in association with the coordination 

model is outlined _in Figure 2~14. By the cost comparisons9 the designer, aided 

by the use of a small computer, is able to find the most economical design for the 

floor-framing component. In this study, computer programs for the optimum design 

of two floor-framing types were developed and are presented. The 

optimizing procedure is repeated for different levels (from 

mechanical floor to mechanical floor as shown in Figure 2.2) of 

the structure where there are significant differences in the live 

load. However, the decision to use different types of floor 

framing at various levels must also take into account the 

differences in construction technology and in aqdition the cost 

factors such as loss of efficiency interupting the repetitive 

nature of the work. 

Next is the optimum design of the interior columns, based 

on the reactions from the floor-framing components. Change of 

structural floor framing and/or the change of columns disposition 

in the plane would induce the columns redesign. 
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This includes the design of the secondary structure. Note that 

the whole process is to be repeated for different plan disposit

ions. 

The primary structure is designed as follows. The roof 

is designed for gravity load with reserve for lateral load. The 

same applies to mechanical floors which may also accommodate the 

load reactions from the interior columns, if applica~le. The 

elements of the core are designed for gravity loads only through

out the height of the structure. The primary structure, as a 

whole, must be checked for its lateral load resisting capacity. 

The STRESS program which requires the facilities of large 

computers such as the CDC 6400 or IBM 360, is available for the 

analysis of the primary structure. If the stresses in the members 

of the primary structure are not satisfactory, it is necessary to 

redesign the members and to repeat the analysis. If the stresses 

and overall deflection are wi.thin specified limitations, then the 

design of the foundation takes place. 

At the end of this procedure, the designer has accumulated 

all the necessary data for the drawings and the cost of the load 

bearing structure. 

2~s Unit Prices 

For the optimalization process unit prices of material· 

(constructed) must be established. The optimization in this study 

uses the following prices which where established through commercial 

contacts in 1970. 
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Concrete: 

1. 	 Price of ready-mixed concrete {vary according to desired 

strengths). 

2. Finishing and curing the reasonable value = $4 

3. Placing 	 the reasonable value = $4 

Subtotal price 	 •SURI Of 1,2,3 

25S of subtotal price to include 

compensation, supervison, 

overhead, and profit = 0.25 subtotal price 
TQtal unit price, UPC = 1.25 subtotal price 

Table 1. The values of UPC used in this thesis work 

Strength of concrete 
Vrlce oT reaay * 
mixed concrete Total unit Price, UPC 

3,000 psi 

3,500 psi 

3,750 psi 

4,000 psi 

4,500 psi 

5,000 psi 

6,000 psi 

$ 17.50 

$ 18. 10 

$ 18.50 

$ 18.90 

$ 19.60 

$ 20.40 

$ 21.40 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

31.80 lcu.yd. 

32.60 

33 .10 

33.60 

34.50 

35.50 

36.80 

* The values obtained from Premier ready-mixed concrete 
company in Hamilton and should be used as a guide only~ 

These prices {UPC) depend on : a) distance to site 

b) required volume of concrete 

c) time 
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Steel: 

For the Hard Grade steel (FY = 50,000 psi) the price is 

determined as follows: 

1. Base price = $0.0575/lb 

z. Grade price • $0.000/lb 

3. Size extra = $0.0100/lb 

a. Price = $0.0675/lb 

b. Cageing and Placing reasonable value = $0.05,'Jb 

c. Bending re.asonab 1 e v a 1 ue = $0. 01/1 b 

Subtotal Price • Sum of a, b, c. 

+ 251 for compensation. supervision, overhead and profit 

.Total unit price, UPS = 1.25 Subtotal price 

Table 2. The values of UPS used in this thesis work. 

Yield 
Strength 

* Base 
Price 

* Grade 
Extra 

* **Size 
Extra 

Price Total Unit 
Price, UPS 

40,000 

so.ooo 
60,000 

75,000 
•. 

$0.0585/lb 

0.0575 

0.0575 

0.0575 

$0./lb 

o. 
0.005 

0.0125 

0.01

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

$0.0685 

$0.0675 

$0.0725 

$0.0800 

$0.1605/lb 

$0.1592/lb 

$0.1665/lb 

$0.175/lb 

Notes: 

* Those values are obtained from the Steel Company of Canada and 

should be used as a guide only. 

•• The value is taken for bar #4. The size extras vary. 
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Formwork: 

The unit costs of formwork were obtained from Hand-

book{JZ). Accordingly, the cost of formwork for slabs was taken 

as $0.68 per sq.ft. of contact surface per 4 uses. It was 

$0.90 per square ft. for beams and girders. This includes the cost 

of materials, accessories, fabrication, erect and strip, cleaning 

and moving. The above mentioned items were increased 25 ~ercent to 

include compensation, supervision, overhead and profit. Therefore 

the total prices used are: 

Unit price of formwork for slab, UPFS = $0.75/sq.ft, and 

Unit price of formwork for beam and girder, UPFB = 
$1.125/sq.ft. 

The unit prices are input data in the developed computer 

programs. For future application current local values should be 

vsed once they have been established. 

..' f 

http:1.125/sq.ft
http:0.75/sq.ft
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Z.6 Summary 

The design procedure as suited to the optimal design 


of high-rise office buildings has been outlined in this 


Chapter. The design assumption is made that the secondary 


structure does not resist lateral load; however, the primary 


•nd secondary structures act simultaneously to support the 

gravity load. Furthermore, the floor-framing is taken to consist 

, of typical floor slab panels as shown in Figure 2.10. 



CHAPTER III 

OPTIMIZATION METHODS FOR COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN 

· 3.1 Introduction 

This chapter surveys recent automatic optimization methods 

which either have found or should find useful application in the 

optimal design of load-bearing structural members. Detailed 

consideration is given to direct search methods as a solution of 

problems by sequential unconstrained minimisation. The consideration 

is given to the inequality constraints by means of transformation 

or penalities to unconstrained artificial objective function. 

Several one-dimensional and multi-dimensional strategies are 

discussed below. 

Section 3.2 introduces fundamental concepts and definitions. 

Section 3.3 describes one-dimensional unconstrained optimization 

strategies, followed by a description of the multidimensional 

direct search method of Hooke and Jeeves {lS) Section 3.4 deals 

with the differential calculus method, followed by geometric 

programming in section 3.5. Finally section 3.6 deals with 

dynamic programming. 

Inevitably, the material presented in this chapter tends to 

reflect the author's current problem - the optimum design of 

one way solid slab, beam, girder floor framing. 

28 
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.3.2 .Fundamental Concepts and Definitions 

Tbe problem is to minimize U where 

U • U(X) (3.1) 

. and where 
xl 
Xz 

x • (3.Z)• 
• 

• 

xn 

U is called the objective function and the vector X represents a 

set of independent variables (such as the dimensions of a cross 

section). Minimizing a function is the same as maximizing the 

-negative of the function, so there is no loss of generality. 

In general, there will be 'constraints that must be satisfied 

either during optimization or by the optimum solution. Each 

variable might be constrained explicitly by an upper and lower 

bound as follows: 

t a 1, 2, .~ •• n (3.3) 

I 

where xmi n i and xmax i are 1 ower and upper bounds, respective1y. 

Furthermore, the problem could be constrained by a set of k implicit 

functions 

k. 1, 2, ••• , p (3.4) 

Any vector X which satisfies the constraints is termed feasible. 

Fig. (3.1) shows a two-dimensional contour sketch which illustrates 

some features encountered in optimization problems. 
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boundar 

Contour line 

FIG.ll OOUNTOR SKETCH ILLUSTRATING SOME FEATURES 

ENCOUNTERED IN OPTIMAilZATION PROBLEMS 
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A bypercontour, described by the relation 

(3.5)U(X) • uconst. 

is the multidimensional generalization of a contour. The feasible 

region in Fig. (3.1) is determined by fixed upper and lower bounds 

on X. The feasible region is seen to contain one global minimum, 

and one saddle point. A minimum may be located by a point Xon the 

response (artificial)hypersurface generated by U(X) such that 

0 • U(X) < U(X) (3.6) 

for any X in the immediate feasible neighbourhood of X. (The 

discussion~ must restrict itself to consideration of local minima 

because methods which guarantee convergence to a global minimum 

are not available). A more formal definition of a minimum follows. 

The first three terms of the multidimensional Taylor series 

are given by 

U(X + 4X) = U(X) + vuT 4X + 1/24XT H4X ·~#13.7) 

where 

(3.8)AX • 

• 
• 

represents the variable increments, 
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au 

rx1 


· au 

rx2 


(3.9)vu • 
• 
• 
• 

au
rxk 

is the gradient vector containing the first partial derivatives 


and a2u 
~ 1 

a2u 
ax1ax2 

. • . a2u 
ax1axk 

H • 
a2u 

ax2ax1 
... . . . (3.10) 

• 

. 
a2u 

axkax 1 
. . . • a2u 

37k 

is the matrix of second partial derivatives, th~ Hessian matrix. 

Assuming the fjrst and second derivatives exist, a point is a 

minimum if the gradient vector is zero and the Hessian matrix is 

positive definite at that point. 
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3.3 Direct Search Methods 

Direct search methods are based on a sequential examination 

of trial solutions which by simple comparison give an indication 

for further searching procedure. 

If a choice of controlled variables is made and the 

constraints are satisfied, the objective function is calculated. 

Another choice is then made and if this gives an improvement, 

this second choice is to be preferred to the first. 

In general, the direct search methods do not give a rapid 

rate of ultimate convergence and hence are inefficient for finding 

a minimum with high precision. However, the problems related to 

reinforced concrete design do not require precise location of the 

minimum because the resulting independent variables, e.g. dimensions, 

0ften 1·tquirt rounding-off to the nearest higher integer value in 

order to be applicable in practical situations. 

3.3. 1 Unconstrained search along a line 

The simplest optimization problem is that of finding a 

local minimum of a function when the values of the independent 

variable lie on a fixed line. There are three types of approaches to 

this problem: 

a. Golden section algorithm 

b. Fibonacci search 

c. Repeated interpolation method 

a) Golden Section Algorithm 

Let U(x) have only one stationary value (minimum) in the 

interval of {a,b). 
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FIG.3.2 THE COURSE OF AN ASSUMED FUNCTION 
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Say, the function U{x) was evaluated at the interior point x1• 

Then the minimum of U(x) can lfe to either side of x1 • It is 

·itecessary to evaluate function U(x) at an other interior point 

x2 • When A< x1 < x2 < b; then if U(x1) < U(x2), the minimum 

lies in interval of (a,x2), otherwise in (x ,b),1
It is clear that one of the points used in reducing the 

size of the current interval must always lie in the interior 

of the reduced interval. Thus only one function evaluation 

is required for each subsequent step. By repeated evaluation 

of ~(x) the minimum can be located to any required precision. 

To establish the size of the increment T let the current 

interval be(ai,bi)' and let the points at which the function is 

evaluated be xl(i) and Xz(t)' where ~i(i) < x2 (i) in such a manner 

that: 

(3.11) 

and 
T2 ~r-1=0 (3.15) 

Therefore, 

T = {5' - l = 0.618 (3.16) 
2 

Then, the algorithm has the form shown in Figure 3.3. 
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b) Fibonacci Search 


The Fibonacci search seeks an algorithm for finding the 


optimum such that it gives the largest ratio of the initial to the 

final interval for a fixed number of function evaluations. For 

aore information refer to Kowalik and Osborne< 2>. 

c) Repeated Interpolation Method 

The Repeated Interpolation Method suits problems that 

require determination of the minimum with high precision and it 

is therefore not useful for the design of reinforced concrete 

structures. A full 

explanation of this method is presented in Reference 2. 

3.3.2 	 Method of Hooke and Jeeves 

The direct search method for more than one independent 

variable was developed by Hooke and Jeeves (18). This method 

changes one parameter at a time starting from the initial point. 

Once the full series of perturbations has been completed, it 

takes a step along the direction joining the last and the initial 

point. The portions of this method which are required to 

understand the application of this method to this research are 

reproduced below. 

The developed algorithm solves two problems: 

a. The direction in which to move from a given design point to 

a probably better design point; 

b. How far to move in the direction chosen. 

The first kind of move explores the local behaviour of 

the objective function. Introducing a starting point X, we 
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prescribe step 1engths dxi in each di rec ti on, i =1 ,2, ••• , N. 

The algorithm is performed as follows: 

1. Set i•l and compute U = U(X) where X = (x1 ,x2, ••• ,xN} 

2. Compute the new trial poin~ 

X • (x ,x2 ••• , (x; + dx;) ,'~ .. ,xN)
1 

3. If U(X} < U, then set U = U(X) and accept this trial point 

as a starting point and repeat from step 2. 

4. If U(X) ~ U, then set X = (xl,x2, •• ,(x1-2dxi), •••• xN) 

and check if U{X) < U. In case of success, the new trial point 

is retained. Set U = U(X) and repeat from step 2 with i=i+l. 

If again U(X) > U, then the move is rejected so that xi remains 

unchanged and repeat from step 2 with i=i+l. 

Figure 3.4 shows the flow-chart for this method. 

Several alternative techniques are based on this logic. At 

McMaster University the optimization group under Professor J.N. 

Siddall has transformed the ideas of optimization techniques into 

computer aided optimization subroutines. Of the nine available in 

1971, it was found that subroutine SEEK 1 (references {19) and {24)) 

gives the best solution for the computation model described in 

Chapter 2. 

SEEK 1 uses the direct search technique. The flow-diagram 

and program are given in Reference {24). This subroutine deals with 

the unconstrained artificial objective function and the constraints 

are incorporated in such a way that every invalid constraint is 

io20enlarged times and added to the artificial function •. For 

more details refer to Ref.(19) and Ref.(24). 
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SUPPLY 

DX:( dx1.dx2•...• ~. l 

X : ( X1 , X2, .... X!f ) 
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Unew : U ( Xnew) 
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: + 1 
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FIG. 3' FLOW-CHART FOR HOOK-JEEVES METHOD I 
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3.4 Differential Calculus 

This is a somewhat more formidable problem than simply 

differentiating and setting the darivate equal to zero. However, 

there are cases where the physical nature of the function assures 

us that it is continuous and differentiable and has only a single 

minimum in the interval of interest. 

In the case of more than one variable, the·task of finding 

a maximum is even more formidable. The first derivatives have to 

be made zero and the definiteness of the Hessian matrix {3.10) of 

second derivatives established at each solution; then the boundaries 

of each region of di fferen ti abi 1i ty must be searched and compared 

with internal extrema. 

Let us consider the objective function U{x). The problem 

is to find minimum of U(x) for which the values of the components 

! are restricted by side conditions or constraints. The classic 

methods of the calculus give the necessary condition: 

dU _ dU _ dU = O- ..... . = ax::- • (3.17)CfX'.) - dx2 N 

which must be satisfied by a stationary value. The problem of 

finding a stationary value of a function U(x) is equivalent to 

that of solving a system of nonlinear equations: 

• 11 dUu1(x) ax = a. 111 1,2, •• .,N (3. 18) 
i 

Then the solution of these equations also minimizes the function: 

(3.19) 

...,. --
.' / 
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Let U(X) be minimized subject to the equality constraints: 

1 = 1,2, ••• ,M (3.20) 

The classic Lagrange multiplier technique can be used to write 

down necessary conditions which a stationary point must satisfy. 

Thus the classic constrained problem can be approached by: 

a. 	 solving the system of equations: 

M dg.du -+- I: L ..::..:::..J.. 0 i•l ,2, ••• ,M (3.21)OX1 'j=l j <IX1 = • 
j•l ,2, ••• ,M 

or 

b. 	 optimizing the function: 

N dF M dgi M 2H(x,L) = I: (CJ'i'":'" + I: LJ. dx.> + I: gj (3.22)
i=l i j=l 1 j=l 

If function U(X) is to be minimized subject to the inequality 

constraints: 

1=1 ,2, ••• ,M 

and 

1•1,2, ••• N (3.23) 

then, it is called mathematical programming. To transform the 

above to the form of Equation (3.22) it is necessary to have a 

mechanism that indicates those constraints which are currently 

held as equalities. This is what makes the Lagrange multiplier 

approach unattractive in general. However, this appraoch has been 

used for optimization of reinforced concrete beam design(lO}. 

., ' 
,J 
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3.5 	 Geometric programming 

Geometric programming is a very recently developed 

technique the first reference to it being by its originator 

Zener (refer to reference 8) in 1961. The use of geometric 

programming in civil engineering has been minimal due partly 

to the fact that civil engineers were not greatly involved in 

the early development of this technique. The explanation of 

the mathematical basis of the method followed the description 

given by Templeman(S). For easier reference ~o the original paper, 

the author uses the symbol from Reference {8). 

The objective function, U, is a polynomial function as 

defined by Equations (3.1) and (3.2), and it's general form could 

be also written as follows: 

u = ±m cml 
XEmll 

1 
XEml2 

2 . . .. . . xEmlN 
N 

± cm2 
XEm21 

1 
XEm22 
2 ...... xEm2N 

N 

• 
• 
• 

+ cmT XEmTl 
1 

xEmT2 
2 ...... xEmTN 

N (3.25) 

The subscript, m = 0,1,2 ••• M, distinguishes the several 

Equations of the form of Equation (3.25). The subscript N refers 

t9 the number of independent variables x of the vector X, where 
ft 

n = 1,2,3, ••• N. The number of terms in the Equation is subscripted 

with T (t = 1,2,3, ••• ,T). The Cmt terms are constants. The signs 

of the powers Emtn in Equation (3.25) are unrestricted. 

Equation (3.25) may be expressed in the form: 
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N 
u = cmt n .(3.26)
II n=l 

The objective function (3.26) is to be minimize subject to M 

constraints. These constraints should have the same form in 

Equation (3.26), so that 

Tm N n xEmtn ~z • t cmt 1 (3.27)
• t•l n=l n 

where: 

m = 1,2, •••••• M 

This is known as the primal problem. Geometric programming 

1s a method of transforming the primal problem to a dual problem, 

the solution of the primal problem. The proof tha~ a solution of 

the dual problem is'exactly equivalent to a solution of the primal 

problem can be found elsewhere< 7>. 
The dual of the primal objective function, Uo(xn), is given 

the symbol O(IU) • This dual function D is defined by 

N Tm Cmt wmo wmt
D = n n (3.28)( wmt )

11=0 t=l 

The dual problem relates to the primal problem such that at the 

minimum minu • 
0 

I 

(3.29) 

The problem of minimizing U
0 

subject to several inequlity 

constraints is now replaced by the dual problem of maximizing D 

subject to several constraining relationships between the dual 

variables w. These are as follows: 

a) There is one normality condition 

To· 
t <a>O t = 1 (3.30a)

t=1 
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b} There are N orthogonality conditions, one for each xn 

M Tm 
(3.30b)t t Emtn wmt =0

m•o t=l 

c) There are M inequality constraints 

Tm 
I wmt - . wmo ··~ 0 (3.30c)

t•l 
with m = 1,2, ••••M. 

d} There are T non-negativity conditions 

w11 t > 0 for a11 m, t 

with formally understood w
00 

,= 1 (3.30d) 

How having maximized Equation (3.28), and having found the values 

of the dual variables w from equations {3.30), the value of the 

optimum primal objective function minu is found from Equation 
0 

(3.29) and the values of the corresponding optimum primal 

variables minx are given by
n 

Nc n 
otn=l 

xEotn 
n 

= w 
ot 

minu 
o 

(3.31a) 

for t•1 , 2, ••• To 

and 

(3.31b) 

for t=l,2, ••• Tm, m = 1,2, ••• ,M. 


References {7) and (8) give further details of this method 

and also demonstrate it's use in several examples. 
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3.6 Dynamic Programming 

-D1namic programming applies primarily to ~ situation in 


which many decisions have to be made to minimize the overall 


performance of a system, but the system is one in which distinct 


s.tages may be recognized where decisions at the later stages 


do not affect the performance of the earlier ones. It works best 


when the number of decisions at any stage is not too large and 


.above all when the effect of the decisions can be represented by 

only a few variables. 

The recommended references are (3), (4) and (5). 

3.6.1 	 Discrete Deterministic Dynamic Programming 

One kind of dynamic programming is the discrete deterministic 

dynamic programming. A general discrete deterministic decision 

process is shown in Fig. 3.5 and also· the detail of the decision 

stage is shown in Fig. 3.6. 

The following definitions of terms for dynamic programming are 

given: 

Decision: The decision variables are those quantities that can 

be controlled or chosen at any stage of design (say, dimensions of 

the beam b,d). If there are~ such variables (xnl'xn2 , .•••• ,x~m), 

they may be regarded as forming a decision vector Xn. 

The set of all decision vectors x1 ,x2•••••• Xn is called 

the operating policy or more briefly, just the policy. 


State: The variables describing the geometry and an adequate set 




Pw.1IP!> .... Pn Pn.1P,1 1 n N 

11 ~ x. 

AG.15 THE DISCRETE DETERMINISTIC DECISION PROCESS 
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of loadings form a state vecotr or state vectors. 


Transformation: The transformation may be expressed symbolically 


by writing: 


(3.25) 


aeaning that given Pn & Xn, it is possible to calculate Pn+l" 

This may represent a subroutine for a computer where many formulas 

are evaluated and put together. 

If the design problem is not as well understood as one may 

wfsh, T may represent the judgement of the man who has had the 

best experience in the experimental work. 

Parameters: The fixed constants of the system are its parameters. 

In general, it is a good practice to reduce the number of 

parameters by forming dimensionless variables. 

Constraints: In general, both state and decision variables may be 

satisfied by some constraints e1ther in the form of equations or 

fnequilities. The constraints on the two sets of variables are 

inter-dependent. 

In many situations the restrictions fall separately on the 

state and decision variables and often take the form of upper and 

lower bounds I 

Xmi n ~ Xn < Xmax (3.26) 

A choice of decision variables that satisfies the constraints 

is called a d m i s s i b 1 e and we similarly speak of an admissible 

policy·. 

Objective function: The criterion by which various admissible pol

icies can be judged is called an objective function. 
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We may refer to an objective function as being the sum of 

~he profits from each stage. 

The admissible policy Qn that minimizes the objective 

functi-0n is called the o p t t m a 1 p o 1 t c y. 

The process begins by considering only one stage (for example a 

slab) in which the initial state p1 ts to be transformed to p2 
by the choice of decision variables x1 which minimizes the objective 

function 

(3.27) 

Let: 

(3.28) 

be the minimum price for one stage (slab). 


It is obtained by the optimal choice· of x1 which depends on p1• 


This choice may be denoted by X~,(p ).
1 
When there are two stages, the objective function is: 

The basis for minimizing the first term is known from previous 

study. Hence x1 should be equal to ~ {p2) and the resulting 

minimum is U (p ). The p in the second term is given bythe 1 2 
transformation 

{3.30) 

Now if various admissible choices are made of x2, it should 

be possible to arrive at the minimum of the sum of the two terms 

that is, at the minimum of the objective function for a two 

stage process. 
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Denoting th1s minimum by u2(p 2), this is symbolized by 

the equation: 

(3.31) 

The optimal choice of x2, however, will be a function of p •3

Thus for ~- stage policy the minimum of the objective 
n 

function I Un is known and this minimum.value may be denoted by 
1 

Un(pn) which is given by 

The steps to be taken in setting up and solving the 

optimization problem by dynamic programming are as follows: 

1. Check that the problem "flows". If there are any feedback 

loops, a more careful analysis is needed. 

2. Set up the problem by listi~g the elements: 

(a) State 

(b) Parameters 

(c) Decision 

(d) Con~ train ts 

(e) Transformation 
I 

(f) Objective function 

3. Check to see that the state variables are sufficient and 


that the minimum of the objective function is a function of the 


variables p{n). 


Define: 


(3.32) 
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4. Check to see that the decision variables are the most suitable 

so that Un-l is in the most readily calculable form. 

5. Solve the above equation starting with n=l,2, ••• ,N. 

6. Present the results. 

3.7 Summary 

The following summary of the decisions regarding the 

application of the various optimization techniques were made as 

• result of trail solutions of the problems related to this study. 

The method of direct search is employed in this study. The 

differential calculus approach is not attempted. Geometric 

programming requires the special formulation of the objective 

function and the constraints. This technique was used in the 

simplified design of one-way slabs. For more complex problems, 

this technique is not chosen because of previously mentioned 

difficulties. Also the dynamic programming is not selected; 

however, this technique· may be added to the presented program 

for selecting the bar sizes to suit the already determined optimum 
I 

cross sectional area of reinforcement (refer to' Ref.(10)). 

SEEK 1, (refer to Ref.(24)) is chosen as the most suitable 

subroutine from the package of optimization subroutines named 

OPTIPAC. The criterion for suitability is determined by: 

a) The 
.. 

lowest computation time, 

b) The accuracy of determining the minimum value of the objective 

function. 



CHAPTER IV 


OPTIMUM DESIGN OF ONE-WAY SOLID SLAB, BEAM 
AND GIRDER FLOOR 

4.1 Introduction 

The one-way solid slab, supported by beams that frame into 

girders and columns, is a conventional type floor. This type of 

floor is generally restricted to use in short spans (up to 15ft.) 

because of excessive dead weight. The optimum design of typical 

one-way solid slab, beam, girder floor panels is a part of the 

design of tall buildings as indicated in Figures 2.10 and 2.13. 

This Chapter consists of the following sections: In 

section 4.2, the model panel is defined and the problem is stated. 

The objective function (cost function) as related to the model 

panel is determined in section 4.3. Section 4.4 describes the 

design constraints. The optimum solution is discussed in section 

4.5. The sensitivity or the behavior of objective functions 

around the op~imum solution is described in section 4.6. Section 

4.7 shows the application of the developed computer program and 
I 

a comparison between the conventional design and the optimal is 

made. The summary of this chapter follows in section 4.8. 

4.2 Model panel 

As stated in Chapter II, the floor is assumed to consist 

of typical panels. The one-way solid slab, beam, girder floor 

and its typical panel are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. 

This panel serves as a model for the optimization. 
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Fig. 4.1 Typical one-way solid stab, beam, girder floor framing. 
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The following parameters are specified: 

a. Superimposed load, ZL, - which is the sum of all gravity 

loads except the dead load of the floor framing itself. This 

includes loads due to partitions, flooring and ceiling finishes, 

and 1 i ve 1oads. 

b. The 	 distances BEMOD and GIMOD as defined on Fig. 4.2. 

c. The strength of concrete, FC, (28 days after pouring) and 

the unit price of concrete, UPC, as defined in Section 2.5. 

d. Yield stress of the reinforcing steel, FY, and the unit price 

of reinforcing steel, UPS, as defined in Section 2.5. 

e. 	 Unit price of formwork; UPFS, for slab, UPFB for beam. 

The problem is to find the most economical solution for: 

a. Layout of the beams (NS stands for number of spans, S, as 

defined in Fig. 4.l). 

b. Size 	of: 1. Slab, 

2. Beam, 

3. Girder. 

c. 	 Amount of reinforcement steel area for 

1 • Slab, 

2. Beam, 

3. Girder 

d. Diameter of stirrups for beam, and the number of stirrups 

for one beam. 

e. Diameter of stirrups for girder, and the number of stirrups 

for one girder. 
t 
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FIG.4.2 A typical floor panel 

of the one-way solid ilab 1 

beami and girder floor. 
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x ( 11 ) - Area of posit. reinforcement at midspan of slab (in2)
x ( 12) -1- negat. . su.pport " . 

~ ( 13) - Area of po5it. reinforcement at midspan of beam (rn2) 


__,_ neqat. . SUP.port . u. .
xHt~ Area of posit. remforcemen t at mia.a.pan ot girder Cin 2 )
x ( 16) - -11- negat. ¥--- support ---1. 

0- I 
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4.3 Objective function 

The cost of a typical floor panel is the sum of costs 

of the slab, beams and the girder. 

4.3.1 Slab: 

The cost of a slab is expressed as follows 

US= UPC+ {AMCONS) +UPS* {AMSTS) + UPFS*{AMFOS) (4.1) 

where: 

us = Total price of slab ($) 

UPC = Unit price of concrete ) as defined 

UPS = Unit price of reinforcing steelJ in Section 2.5 

UPFS = Unit price of slab formwork 

AMCONS = Volume of poured concrete (ft3 ) 

AMSTS = Weight of reinforcing steel (lb) 

AMFOS = Area of contact surface of formwork (ft2) 

The volume of concrete is given by: 

AMCONS = TS* BEMOD* GIMOD (4.2) 

where the symbols, as explained in Fig. 4.3, have the following 

meanings: 

BS = Constant width of investigated strip = 1 ft. 

- TS = Thickness of the slab {ft) 

TU = The distance from extreme compression fibre 

to centroid of tension reinforcement. 

COY = Covering (0.75in) plus half diameter of 

reinforcement bar. 

s = Span length (ft) 

NS = Number of spans 

BE MOD = Modulus of the beams (ft) 
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FIG.4.3 SYMBOLS USED IN SLAB DESIGN 
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GI MOD = Modulus of the girders (ft) 


ZL = Superimposed load (lb/ft of the span) 


The calculation of the weight of the positive reinforcing 

bars, ASp, (bottom of cross-section at midspan) follows the acting 

length assumptions for interior span as explained in Fig. 4.4 

and as a result of the further assumptions in Fig. 4.5, it becomes: 

ASp = x11 • W* (TS + BB + 0.8535*S) * GIMOD (4.3) 

Where Wstands for specific weight of steel (490 lb/ft3) 

The calculation of the weight of the negative reinforcing 

bars, ASn, is based on the assumptions in Fig. 4.6. 

ASn = * W* (TS + 0.418 *S) * GIMOD (4.4)x12 
Thus, 

AMST = ASp + ASn = W* GIMOD* [x11 •(TS + BB+0.8535*5) 

+ x12•(TS + 0.418*5)] 	 (4.5) 

The calculation of the area of contact surface of form-

work, AMFOS, is expressed as: 

. AMFOS = (S - BB)* NS * GIMOD (4.6) 

Substituting AMCONS, AMST and AMFOS from Equations (4.2), 

(4.5) and (4.6) respectively into Equation (4.1), results in: 

US = GIMOD{UPC* {TS*BEMOD) + UPS*W[X 11 •(TS + ~B + 0.8535*S) 

+ x12*{TS + 0.418)] + UPFS*(S - BB)* NS} 	 (4.7) 

4.3.2 	 Beam 

The beam is assumed to be built monolithically with the 

slab, so that the cross-section takes the shape of a tee. There

fore for the computation of the objective function the beam is 

represented by projection of the T-beam (Fig. 4.1) below the 
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slab. 

The cost of the single beam, UB, is given by, 

UB : UPC*{AMCB) + UPS*{AMSTEN + AMSH) + UPFB*{AMFB) (4.8) 

where: 

AMCB = Volume of poured concrete {ft3 ) 

AMS TEN = Weight of main reinforcement (lb) 

AMSH = Weight of shear reinforcement (lb) 

AMFB = Area of surface of f ormwork ( ft 2) 

The volume of poured concrete, AMCB, is expressed by, 

AMCB = TW * BB * (GIMOD - BP) 	 (4.9) 

where: 

TW = Clear depth of the beam = TB - TS (4.10) 

BP = Width of the girder 

The calculation of the weight of main reinforcement, 

AMSTEN, is based on the same assumptions as for the weight of 

reinforced steel for the slab, AMSTS. 

Therefore, 
0 

for the beam, Equation (4.3) takes the form: 

ASp * W* (TB + BP + 0.8535* GIMOD) (4.11)= x13 

ASn * W * (TB + 0.418* GIMOD) (4.12)= x14 

Hence, the total weight of main reinforcement, AMSTEN, is the sum 

of Equations (4.11) and (4.12): 

AMSTEN = W*[X 13•(TB + BP + 0.8535*GIMOD) + x14• (TB 

+ 	0.418* GIMOD)] (4.13) 

The 	 weight of shear reinforcement, AMSH, is given by, 

AMSH = W*(2TB + BB - 4COVBB - 2COVTB)* A * x6 (4.14) 
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where: A • 3.1415(X5}2/256. = Sectional area of one stirrup 

for beam, (4.15) 

x5 •Bar size stirrups for the beam - 2,3, ••• , 8 

x6 • Number of stirrups for the beam, 

COVBB, COVTB = As explained in Figure 4.2. 

The area of contact surface of formwork, AMFB, is 

AMFB = (2TW + BB)* (GIMOD - BP) (4.16) 

Substituting AMCB, AMSTEN, AMSH and AMFB from Equations 

(4.9}, (4.13) (4.14) and (4.16) respectively into Equation (4.8), 

the cost of a single beam, UB, is calculated as follows: 

UB = UPC*[TW*BB*(GIMOD - BP)]+UPS*W*[X13•(TB*BP + 0.8535*GIMOD) 

+ x14•(TB + 0.418*GIMOD) + (2TB+BB-4COVBB~2COVTB)*A*X6 J 

+ UPFB*[(2TW +BB)* (GIMOD-BP)] (4.17) 

It is noted, that in the invesitgation of the model shown 

in Fig. 4.2, the number of beams is equal to number of spans, NS 

rather than the number of spans plus one. 

4.3.3 Girder 

The girder is assumed to be built monolithically with 

the slab and with the beam as shown in Fig. 4.1. The calculation 

of the objective function for the girder takes into account only 

the projection of the girder bellow the slab. 

The cost of a single girder, UG, is expressed by 

UG = UPC(AMCG) + UPS(AMSTG+AMSHG) + UPFB(AMFG) (4.18) 

where: 

AMCG = Volume of poured concrete into the girder (ft3) 

AMSTG = Weight of main reinforcement (lb) 

AMSHG·= Weight of shear reinforcement (lb) and 



AMFG = Area of formwork (ft2) 
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The volume of concrete, AMCG, is given by, 

AMCB = TWP * BP * BEMOD (4.19) 

where 

TWP = Clear depth of the girder = TP-TS 

TP • Overall depth of the girder. (4.20) 

The calculation of the weight, AMSTG, of the main 

reinforcement also follows the assumptions shown in Figures 4.5 

and 4.6. For the girder, Equation (4.3) takes the following 

form: 

ASp = x15•w*(TP + BP + 0.8535 * BEMOO) (4.21) 

and Equation (4.4) assumes the form: 

ASn = x16*W*(TP + 0.418 * BEMOD) (4.22) 

Hence, the total weight of main reinforcement, AMSTG, is given by, 

AMSTG = W*[X 15•(TP+BP+ 0.853~ * BEMOO) + x16•(TP+0.418*BEMOD) 

(4.23) 

The weight of the stirrups for the girder, AMSHG, is calculated 

from following equation: 
AMSHG = W*(2TP+ BP ~4COVBP - 2COVTP)* AG * (4.24)x10 

where: 

AG = 3.1415(X9)2/256 = Cross-sectional area of one 

stirrup~ (4.25) 

= Bar size of stirrup for girder, (inl/Sth of anx9 
inch; say x9=2 read 2/8). 

= Number of stirrups within the distance of BEMOD.x10 

COVBP. COVTP = As explained in Fig. 4.2. 


The area of contact surface of formwork, AMFG, from the 

geometry shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, is 
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AMFG = 2{[(BEMOD-TP) * (TWP + O.SBP)]-(BB*TW*NS)} (4.26) 

Substituting AMCB, AMSTG, AMSHG and AMFG from Equations {4.19), 

{4.23), {4.24), and (4.26) respectively into Equation (4.18), the 

cost of the girder, UG, is computed as follows: 

UG = UPC*[TWP*BP*BEMOD] + UPS*W*[X15•(TP+BP+0.8535 BEMOD) 

+ x16•(TP+0.418 BEMOD) + {2TP _-t:_ BP - 4COVBP -2COVTP)*AG*X10 J 

+ UPFB*2{[(BEMOD-TP)* (TWP + 0.5BP)] - {BB*TW*NS)} {4.27) 

Finally, the objective function, U, for model shown in 

Fig. 4.2 takes the form, 

U = US + NS*(UB) + UG (4.28) 

where 

US, UB and UG are to be substituted from Equations 

(4.7), (4.17) and (4.27) respectively. 

4.4 Design constraints 

All the three elements - Slab, Beam and Girder, of the 

floor-framing model shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, are flexural 

members. Moment, shear and deflection constraints are applied to 

each of above mentioned elements. The National Building Code of 

Canada(l 7) requires the actual reinforcing ratio (P) to be less 

than or equal to 75% of the reinforcing ratio which produces the 

balanced condition (PB) {refer also to Reference {11)). P should 

not be less than the minimum required for shrinkage and creep 

(refer to {17)). This gives the additional constraints to be 

applied to all three elements. There are also constraints of 

practical nature such as the minimum number of bars, min. depth, 

maximum spacing of stirrups which are applicable to particular 

elements. 
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4.4.1 Moment constraint 


The general form of the moment constraint is expressed as 

follows, 

UM - M~ 0 (4.29) 

where: 

UM = Ultimate moment capacity of the cross-section of 

the particular element at the critical point. 

M = Actual moment at the critical point caused by 

external forces. 

The critical points are the sections at the midspan of 

the member and at the face of support. The actual moments, M, 

for the slab and beam are computed on the basis of moment 

coefficients as suggested by Reference (17). For the girder, 

the actual moments are computed as follows. It was observed that 

for equally spaced beams on the girder, the maximum possible 

negative moment (at the face of supporting column) occurs for 

a two-span girder with live load on both spans. However, the 

maximum possible positive moment for equally spaced beams occurs 

in a three-span girder with live load on the middle span and just 

dead load (self-weight) on the outer spans. The moment distribution 

method is employed in subroutines TWOSP, and THREEN where the names 

stand for a two-span girder, and a three-span girder respecrively. 

The ultimate moment capacity, UM, is computed by subroutines 

SIMPLY, DOUBLE, and TBEAM. All three subroutines follow the.logic 

described in Reference (11). 

Subroutine SIMPLY computes the ultimate moment capacity 

of the rectangular cross-section with tension reinforcement only. 

Such a section occurs at the midspan of the slab. 

. r.' 
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Subroutine DOUBLE calculates the ultimate moment capacity 

of the rectangular cross-section with both compression and tension 

reinforcement steel. The section, at the support, of all three 

elements i.e. slab, beam and girder is assumed to be doubly 

reinforced with the compression reinforcement equal to half of 

the tension reinforcement at the midspan of the element. The 

details of the arrangement of reinforcing ste~l at the support, 

and the reinforcing envelope of the moment diagram are contained 

in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 respectively. Examples 3.8,1 and 3.8.2 . 

from Reference (11) were used to test subroutine DOUBLE. 

Subroutine TBEAM compute the ultimate moment capacity 
'. 

of the T-section which relates to the midspan section of the 

beam and the girder. Here, the effective width of the flange 

for the beam is given by the least of the following. 

BEF ~ 0.25*GIMOD 

BE F < BB + 24 TS (4.30) 

BEF < S 

The effective width of the flange, BEF, for the girder is taken 

to be two times of the width of the girder, BP, (refer to 

Reference (11)). 

- The subroutine TBEAM also controls the value of (P-PF} 

by setting to zero the ultimate moment capacity of the section 

ff this value exceeds 0.75 PB. The area of reinforcement 

required to develope the compressive strength of the overhanging 

flanges is A
5 
f(17}. Thus it is defined by 

A
PF = st

b10 (4.31) 
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where: 


b' • Width of web in T-section 

d • Effective depth (refer to Reference (17)). 

By means of example 8.5.1 from Reference (11), subroutine 

TBEAM was successfully tested and verified. 

4.4.2 Shear constraint 

The ultimate shear strength of a beam is expressed as the 

sum of two components: 
(4.32) 

in which Vu = Vu/bd; Vue = ultimate shear strength of the 

concrete when there is no web reinforcement; and Vus = ultimate 

shear strength contributed by web reinforcement. 

The slab is defined as a beam with no web reinforcement •
•Thus, the ultimate shear produced by external loading must be less 

than that carried by the concrete alone. Hence, 

Vu < 2 ~/t!' (4.33)rrrr . 
where 

Vu = Maximum shear force at the distance TS from face 

of supporting beam, 

,,.,,,. s ~ndercapacity factor= 0.85 for diagonal tension<! 7) 

b = Taken 12 inches. 

For the beam and girder, vertical stirrups are assumed 

to carry the shear stress, Vus • The control spacing, s, is the 

least of the following: 
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s = d/2 ff vu < 6(/J/FC 


s • d/4 ff > 6{1/FC
vu 


s • JIJAv FY/b vws 


s • Av/0.0015 b 


where: 

Av • Two times the sectional area of a stirrup, 

' •As defined in Equation (4.33), 

b = width of the web 

d = distance from extreme compression fibre to 

centroid of ten~ion reinforcement 

The above formulas are taken from National Building Code (1965). 

The control spacing is calculated in the subroutine WEBRTG. 

Further, it is assumed that the spacing of the stirrups does 

not follow the shear stress diagram, but is kept constant through

out the span. 

The subroutine WEBRTG was tested and found to be operative 

by means of example 4.10.1 from Wang and Salmon (11). Reference (11) 

contains a detailed explaination of the basis for the derivation 

of the above design formulas and procedures. 

4.4.3 Deflection constraint 

Any of the previously mentioned flexural members (slab, 

beam, and girder) should not deflect more than the allowable value 

of 1/360 of the span as prescribed by the National Building 

Code< 11 >. 
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be found in Reference (11). It is given by (Equation 14.2.4 

in Reference (11)), 

5L2 
(4.35)48EI 

The midspan deflection is computed by the conjugate

beam method and the derivation of the general expression can 

where: 

y = Total midspan deflection,m 
L • Span length 

E = Modulus of elasticity for concrete computed 

as E = w1 •5 33/FC' 

for w = 145pcf E = 57,500/tC' 

I = Moment of inertia of section of the number, 

M
5 

= Midspan moment 

Ma and Mb = Moment -at the left and right support of 

the span respectively. 

The moment of inertia, I, can be obtained as follows 

a) when P*FY < 500, use gross section ) 

b) when P*FY > 500, use the transformed cracked) <4 •37 > 
)

section. I 

where P = Reinforcement ratio of the section at mid~pan. 

Ma = O and Mb-= O.l*SU*L2 are assumed in Equation (4.35), whereas 

the .moment at the midspan is given by, 

2Ms= 0.125*SU*L - 0.5 Mb (4.38) 

where SU~= Uniformly distributed service load as per Reference (17). 

A Foot note: 	 The value, SU, was redefined from ultimate to service 
load during the correction. There is no significant
change in results, however, those effected are marked. 
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The deflection, Ym' computed from Equation (4.35) is 

taken to be the immediate live load deflection. The additional 

deflection due to dead load and deflection due to creep and 

shrinkage of the concrete is obtained as follows: 

Yad = (z~~SU) Ym * creep factor (4.39) 

where ZD =Dead load, as per Reference (17). Creep factor as 

per Reference (17) = 2.0 

Thus, the total deflection (sum of Ym + Yad) of the 

slab, beam and the girder should not exceed the allowable. This 

is expressed mathematically by 

Y + y . 1 m ad ~ JbOL (4.40) 

Reference (17) states that deflection must be checked 
I 

when the net reinforcement r~tio p, p-p , or Pw-Pf in any section 

of a flexural member exceeds 0.18 FC/FY. 

4.4.4 	 Geometric constraints 

Constraints such as the minimum thickness of the slab 

are itemized as geometric constraints which can be found in the 
I 

List of Constraints in subsection 4.4.5. 

If, for some reason, a variable xn is to be additionally 

constrained to a particular value, V, then setting the program 

at •adjusting run" (IRUN=2) and setting RMAXn, RMINn and XSTRTn 

equal to V, the program will keep the value of xn constant and 

equal to V during the optimization process. RMAXn and RMINn are 

the estimated upper and lower bounds of the variable xn 
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respectively. XSTRTn is the starting value of the variable xn. 

It is noted that, in the program, the constraints are 

•scaled". That is, all the values of constraints are in the 

range between 0.0 and 1.0 

4.4.5 List of the constraints (*) 

1. Ultimate moment capacity of the slab section 

at the midspan. 

2. Minimum reinforcement ratio of the slab section 

3. Maximum reinforcement ratio at the midspan 

4. Ultimate moment capacity 
of the slab section 

5. Minimum r.r. 
at the support

6. Maximum r.r. 

7. Shear capacity 

8. Deflection at the midspan of the slab 

9. Ultimate moment capaicty 

10. Minimum r.r. of the beam section 
11. Maximum r~r. at the midspan 

12. Ultimate moment capacity 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16 •. 

Minimum r.r. 

Maximum r.r. 
} 

Number of stirrups 

}Minimum diameter of stirrups 

of the beam section 

at the support 

for the beam 

(*) The numbering of constraints corresponds with the numbers 

in Figures (4.11, to 4.16) 



17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 


., 30. 


31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 
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Deflection at the midspan of the beam 

Ultimate moment 

M1n1mum r.r. 

Maximum r.r. 

Ultimate moment 

Minimum r.r. 

Maximum r.r. 

capacity 

c~pacity 

Humber of stirrups 

Minimum diameter of stirrups 

of the girder section 

at the midspan of the 

girder 

of the girder section 

at the support 

} for the girder 


Min. thickness of the slab = l"A 

Min. number of spans to be 2. 
6Min. width of the beam = 3"


Min. depth of the ~irder = 9" 


Depth of a beam must not be larger than the depth of girder. 

2Min~ 2-14 bars of sectional area= 0.4in for the beam 

at midspan. 

Min. 2-#4 bars 

at support. 

Min. 2-#4 bars 

at midspan. 

Min. 2-14 bars 

at support. 

Min. 1-#2 per 

Min. 1-#2 per 

of sectional area = 0.4in 2 for the beam 

of sectional area = 0.4in2 for the girder 

of sectional area = 0.4in2 for the girder 

foot of slab at the midspan 

foot of slab at the support 

Foot note: A NBC(l7) limites to 4 inches ASI limites to 3.5 inches. 
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4.5 Program Employment and Solution Analysis 

Using the direct search technique, a computer program 

was developed for the optimum design of the one-way solid slab, 

beam and girder floor. Appendix A gives the program in its 

entirity in FORTRAN IV language. As an application of the 

pro~ram {with the aid of a CDC Model 6400 computer), the panel 

model shown in Figure 4.2 was optimized with respect to the 

following input parameter data: 

BEMOD = 20 ft. CA = 14 inches 

GIMOD = 20 ft CB = 14 inches 

ZL = 100 psf HS = 12 ft 

Concrete Strength, FC = 3,00psi 

Yield stress of Reinforcement,FY = 40,000psi 

For comparison purposes, these input data correspond to 

those in a design example in Reference {13). 

An input variable of interest is IRUN which is to indicate 

whether the user specifies the starting values of the variables 

to be optimized (XSTRTi, i = 1,2 ••• ,16) and their respective 

estimated upper and lower bounds (RMAXi and RMINi' i = 1,2 •• ,16). 

If such is the case, IRUN is set equal to 2; then detailing 

variables such as COV, etc. {as defined in Section 4.2) must be 

included in the input data. Otherwise, IRUN is set equal to 1, 

where all the above mentioned data are assigned automatically 

within the computer program. 

The program can be used for studying the effects of a 

range of concrete strengths (FC) as well as a range of yield 

strengths of steel (FY) by controlling the input value of JAK. 
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With JAK=l, only a single value of concrete strength {MB=l) 

with a single value of steel strangth {MS=l) is investigated. 

With JAK=2, all conbinations of FC{l,2, ••• ,MB) and FY{l,2, •• ,MS) 

are processed, where MB and MS represent the number of strength 

values provided for concrete and steel respectively. 

Thus, setting both IRUN and JAK equal to 1, the computer 

assigns upper and lower bounds of the variables and their 

respective starting values are listed in the first, second and 

third columns of Table 4.1. Using the unit prices from section 

2.5, subroutine SEEK l{Reference 24 ), minimized the objective 

function Eq.{4.28) subject to the constraints of section 4.4. 

The final values of the variables after the optimization process 

are listed in the fourth column of Table 4.1. However, it is 

to be noted that the final values as listed in the sixth.column 

are not realistic. The number of spans {X1) should not involve 

fractional quantities.and from a practical point of view, the 

diameter of stirrups {x5 and xg) should be taken to the closest 

eighth of an inch. Hence, the last celumn in Table 4.6 is 

obtained by setting IRUN=2. RMAXi, RMINi and XSTRTi are taken 

as per the first second and third columns respectively, except 

for variables, x1, x5 and xg where they are constrained to the 

closest integer values of 2, 2 and 4 respectively. The detailing 

parameters are as given in Table 4.1. 

Figure 4.8 shows the optimum solutions for different 

cases of live load. It is seen from the x1 solutions that to 

accomodate the increasing live loads, there is practically no 

need to increase the number of beams except for exceedingly large 

values such as the 300 psf. While the number of beams is only mildlJ 

http:Eq.{4.28


Variables Representation . RMAX RMIN 
Column 1 2 3 4 

xl Number of spans 5 l 
x2 Thickness of slab (in) 7.017 3.03 
x3 Depth of one beam (in) 30. 15. 

x4 Width of ons beam (in) 20. 10. 
x5 Diameter of stirrups for one beam (1/8 of in) 8. 2. 
x6 Number of stirrups for one beam 50. 10. 

x7 Depth of girder (in) 30. 15. 
x8 Width of girder (in) 20. 10. 

x9 Diameter of stirru_Q.s for JI.irder (1/8 "1 8. 2. 
xlO Number of stirrups for girder 50 10. 
xll Area of positive steel slab l.44 0.072 
xl2 Area of negative steel slab 1.44 0.072 

xl3 Area of positive steel beam 3.34 0.83 
xl4 Area of negative steel beam 3.34 0.41 

xl5 Area of positive steel girder 4.02 0.804 
xl6 Area of negative steel girder 4.059 0.804 
u Cost of the panel $ 

PARAMETER: 
FC = 3,000 psi BEMOD = 20 ft ZL = 100 psf CA = 14 in COV = 1.25 in 
FY = 40,000 psi GIMOD = 20 ft HS = 12 ft CB =14 in COVTB =3 in 

XSTRT 
5 

2. 1 
4. 

23. 

9.07 
2.06 

31.37 

23.65 
15.46 

3.08 
28.8 
0.252 
0.453 

1.022 
1.523 

4.278 
1.587 

COVBB = 2 in 
COVBP = 3 in 
COVTP =3 in 

Optim.
Solution 

6 
2.001 
3.18 

20.77 

6.84 
2.65 

27.41 

23.46 
14.84 

3.08 
28.8 
0.252 
0.453 

1. 146 
1.74 

3.04 
l. 526 

903.34 

....., 
N 

T~ble 4.1. Optimum Solution of One-way Slab~ Bea~ and Girder Floor. 
. - -. ~ 

>~. 
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Fl G. 4.9 Relationship between the cost and different sizes of a panel 

FIG. 4.10 Relation£hip between the cost 
per square foot of panel ard various 

$/sq.ft. sizes of panel. 
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1 

I ' 
; 
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affected by the increase fn live loads, the objective cost 

function scores an increase of almost 34% for an increase 

of ZL from 50 psf to 200 psf. This relationship is shown 

in Figure 4.8. 

Figure 4.9a shows the variation of the optimum cost 

of panel with the distance GIMOD while BEMOD is~kept constant 

at 20 ft. The increase in the cost with increasing GIMOU is 

to be expected. A similar variation for the distance BEMOD is 

shown in Figure 4.9b. 

Figure 4.10 shows the relationship between the cost 

per square foot of a panel and various sizes of pan~ls. The 

study of optimization through varying the panel size is a 

problem which would reouire placing a value on column free 

space. This aspect is beyond the scope of this work. 

Table 4.2 contains a study of the optimum cost of the 

panel as effected by different combinations of concrete 

strengths and yield strength of reinforcing steel. The re

sults are plotted in three-dimensional form for better visual 

impact. It is seen that over the ranges of concrete strengths 

and yield strengths considered, the variation in the cost is 

more prominant in the FY direction. In other words, better 

economy is obtained using a higher yield strength of steel 

rather than increasing the strength of concrete. Furthermore, 

the structure is most economical with a ~ombination of the 

highest possible yield strength of steel and the lowest 

_possible strength of concrete. 
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It should be noted that these conclusions are rela

tive due to the change in unit prices with time and locale. 

The user may arrive at different conclusions using different 

unit prices. However this phenomena has been recognized by 

designers and is one of the reasons that use of high strength 

steel has become quite common. 

The National Building Code of Canada {17) specifies 

concrete covering protection for reinforcement as in Article 

5.2.8. During the author's field inspections it was confirmed 

that those values of coverin~ protection are reasonable well 

adhered to. Further, it was found that the water-cement 

ratio, diameter of reinfnrcing steel and curing of the concrete 

are the three main factors affecting the value of the concrete_ 

covering protection against corrosion. The reinforcing steel 

is wired into a "cage", however~ •ven then the steel position 

moves during pouring and vibrating the concrete. Table 4.3 

illustrates the effect of displacement of steel. Increasing 

cover, COV, as expected call for an increased thickness of 

slab and obviously such model is less economical. However·. 

the thicker slab causes lower girder thickness -x7, due to 

the larger compression zone in the section. This resulting

greater moment arm for flexure T section capacity only 

occured where the natural axis lies below the slab {which is 

usually the case). The other four, COVTB, COVBB, COVTP and 

COVTB, do not cause any dramatic change in cost. For example 

a change of COVTB from 2 inches to 4" yields an increase of 

$6.93 only 0.61% increase in the cost of the model. 

. ' 

0 
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979.22 

963.55
l Xe L 
" " 

ZL = 100 psf 

BEt-llD = 20 ft 

GiflllD = 20 ft 

FC = 3,000 psi 917.76 

FY =40,000 psi 
903.34 

1 2 3 cov 

cov =1.25" cov = l.5" cov = 2" cov =2.5" cov = 3" 

X1 2.001 2.001 2.001 2.001 2.001 

X2 3.185 3.53 4.0 4.59 5.18 

X3 20.77 21.23 22.53 22.62 22.44 

X4 6.84 6.84 8.95 8.08 7.59 

X_s_ 2.65 2.65 2.06 2.65 2.65 

x6 27.41 27.41 31 .37 23.45 27.41 

X7 23.45 23.65 23.55 23.65 23.27 

X_a 14.84 14.65 15.46 15.09 15.46 

X9 3.08 3.08 3.08 3.08 3.08 

X10 28.8 28.8 28.8 28.8 28.80 

X11 0.252 0.244 0.252 0.252 0.252 

X12 0.453 0.453 0.504 0.546 0.572 

X13 1.146 l .146 1.115 l.146 l. l 93 

X14 l.740 l.740 1.668 l .722 l.795 

X15 3.044 3.044 3.183 3.123 3.143 

X16 1.526 1. 526 1.607 1.566 l.584 

u 903.34 917.76 96.3 .55 979.22 996.07 

Table 4.3. Study of variation of COV as defined in Section 4.2. 
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4.6 Sensitivity 

In optimization terminology, sensitivity refers to the behaviour 

of an objective function in the vicinity of the optimum. A sensitivity 

study of the objective function (cost), as defined in Section 4.3, was done 

and is graphically presented in Figures 4.11 to 4.16. 

The computer library program PLOT3D was employed for plotting the 

objective function (Equation 4.a3). However, the PLOT3D can handle only 20 

constraints at a time. Therefore the program was split into two programs. 

The first program contained constraints 1 to 17 plus constraints number 26, 

27 and 30. This gives a total of 20 critical constraints on the design of 

the slab and the beams. The second program contained constraints 18 to 36 

with the exclusion of constraints 26, 27 and 30. This gives a total of 16 

constraints relating mainly to the girder. 

Since sixteen independent variables are involved, and the objective 

function may be plotted against any two variables at one time, the remaining 

variables had to be kept constant. Obviously the constant values of the 

remaining variables were taken to be those at the optimum solution as 

specified in Table 4.$, column 6. 

The cost function is generally a sloped plane when two variables are 

plotted at the same time (refer to Figures 4.11 to 4.16). The cost function 

is multi-planar for this problem which deals with a multi-variable function. 

These multi-planes are inter-dependent. The minimum cost of the panel is 

obtained from the set of variables of lowest value which satisfy the con

straints in the presented problem (refer to Figures 4.11 to 4.16). 

A single variable may be constrained to a specified constant value, 

for instance the minimum stirrup size xg should not be less than 2 (refer to 
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Figure 4.14) which is the smallest bar size available. Other constraints 

may be functions of two or more variables. Furthermore, an inequality 

constraint may exist where both sides of inequality constraint are functions 

of one or more variables. An example is the moment constraint where both 

dead load and ultimate moment capacity of a section depend on the variable 

dimensions of a section. The latter type of constraint creates the boundar

ies within which the solution is found (Fig. 4.12). It was recognized that 

the solution is sensitive to starting values. This observation led next to 

the examination of starting values and upper and lower boundaries of each 

variable since the step size is determined as a fraction of the specified 

range between the upper boundary and the lower boundary. On the basis of 

trial-error using different combinations of starting values, it has been 

found that the starting values proportioned from the geometry of the panel 

as defined in Appendix A for automatic .set up of starting values gives sat

isfactory results. For nearly square shaped panels the optimization works 

out to a true minimum. The proof of this is that any other combination of 

values of variables than those claimed to be a true minimum would give higher 

cost. For very unusual shapes the author advises checking the first solution 

obtained against others obtained using different sets of starting values. 
I 

However, it has been found that even for example a 5 ft by 30 ft panel, the 

solution.would be within 4% of the true minimum. Realizing that for practical 

purposes one would have to round-off all variables one by one, and adjust or 

optimize the remaining un~onstrained variables, the solution obtained may 

differ by as much as 8% depending on the geometry. Hence not arriving at the 

true minimum on the trial is not critical. The true minimum is a more 

academic consideration. 
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Figure 4.11 shows the cost function in the vicinity of the optimum 

solution. In this case the cost function is the function of two variables 

x1 (number of spans) and x2 (thickness of the slab). When the regions of 

both parts are joined together (because in reality there is one program 

which had to be split into two) it is seen that only a narrow strip remains 

feasible for the search. However the number of spans should be constrained 

to an integer number, say a two, which is1he minimum permissible in this 

program. Then the minimum Uwould be found at thickness = 3.1806.x1 
Figure 4.12 shows the beam sizing. The wide variation of depth and 

width was taken into account in order to examine the variation of the cost 

as a function of these two variables. However the remaining variables were 

11 C11fixed at the position shown at , which is the top view of the plotted 

surface. Because of fixing the variables, only the small portion of cost 

function which satisfies the constraints is plotted. Therefore, the varia

tion is not remarkable. 

A closer view in the vicinity of the optimum cost function as a 

functi6n of the depth of the beam x3 and the width of the beam, x4, is shown 

on Figure 4.13. 

Figure 4.14 shows the cost function as a function of stirrup diameter, 
I 

x5, and number of stirrups, x6, in a beam. It is seen that the solution lies 

on constraint number 15 at the lowest value of the cost function, so that any 

"artificial" constraining would inevitably induce a higher cost than that 

minimum. 

In Figures 4.15 and 4.16 the cost function is shown as a function of 

the thickness of the slab, x2, and the area of positive steel in the slab, x11 . 

In the first part of the program, Figure 4.15(a) shows the cost function has 
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been bound by constraints so that for the variables considered only a single 

line represents the feasible region. The second part of the program {Figure 

4.lS{b)) does not control the feasible region. Figure 4.16 is drawn in such 

a way that the interval of the variables has been shortened in the vicinity 

of the optimum solution. This indicates the position of the feasible region 

and the position of the minimum cost. From this figure it is obvious that 

the true optimum has been found. 

4.7 Appearance 

The purpose of this section is to investigate the possible benefits 

of empJoying this optimization program in design. Here it-must be emphasized 

that the multiplier effect produced by many floors in high-rise buildings is 

especially important and therefore seemingly small unit savings can be magni

fied into significant total savings. 

·A comparison is made between the optimum design aided by the computer 

and an example design of one-way solid slab, beam, girder floor taken from 

Reference 13. It should be noted that Reference 13 was published in 1954 

when the Working Stress Design method was used and that the present method 

used here is Ultimate Strength Design; therefore no direct cost comparison 

can be made. To make it compatible the dimensions were t~ken as per example 

and the steel was adjusted to satisfy Ultimate Strength Design so in this way 

the example was thought to be representative of a non-computerized design. 

The saving shown in Table 4.~ of $69.94 which makes 7.2% cannot be due to 

optimization only. For practical reasons the number of spans, x1, the bar 

number for beam stirrups, x5, and the bar number for girder stirrups, x9, 

should be integers •. These ~hree variables were constrained to different 

values and the results were tabulated in Table 4.5 for general interest. 



Variables Represen tati on Opt. Sol. Example Modified 
Example1 2 3 4 5 

xl Number of spans 2.001 2 2 
x2 Thickness of slab 3.18 4 4 

, x3 Depth of beam 20.77 15 15 
1--: 

x4 Width of beam / 6.84 15 15 

.x.5 Diameter of stirruJls f_0_r b_eam 2.65 2 2 
VI x6 Number of stirru_Q_s for beam 27.41 14 31.2Q) ,_. 

..Cl x7 Depth of girder 23.46 19 19n:s .,... 
s... x8 Width of girder 14.84 15 15n:s 
> 

x9 Diameter of stirrups for girder 3.08 2 2 
c: xlO Number of stirrups for girder 28.80 14 35.301 .,.. 
VI 
QJ xll Area of positive steel slab 0.252 0.155 1.131Cl 

xl2 Area of negative steel slab 0.453 0.200 o. 182 
xl3 Area of positive steel beam l. 146 2.26 0.206 
xl4 Area of negative steel beam 1. 740 0.88 0.123 

xl5 Area of positive steel girder 3.040 4.12 3.83 
xl6 Area of negative steel girder 1.526 1.58 1.56 

u Cost of the panel $ 903.34 973.28 951.89 
PARAMETERS: COVBB = 2 in 
FC = 3,000 psi BEt()D = 20 ft ZL = 100 psf CA = 14 in cov = 1.25 in COVBP = 3 in 
FY = 40,000 psi GIMOD = 20 ft HS = 10 ft CB = 14 in COVTB = 3 in COVTP = 3 in 

' Tqb le 4. lJ. Op ti JIJUITJ So1IJti,on Vers us Examp 1e's So1 uti on. 

~ 




Variables 
Column 
No. l 

Representation 

'· 2 
RMAX 

3 
RMIN 

4 
XSTRT 

5. 

1st 
RUN 
6 

X(l )=2 
7 

X(l)=3 
8 

X(9)=4 
X~5)=2x 1)=2 

9 

. 

xl Number of spans 5 1 2.1 2.001 2 3 2 
x2 Thickness of slab 7.017 3.03 4. 3.18 3.1806 3.03 3.18 
x3 
x4 

Depth of beam 
Width of beam 

30. 
20. 

15. 
10. 

23. 
9.07 

20.77 
# 

6.84 
20.77 
6.84 

17 .43 
6.66 

23.00 
6.78 

Diameter of stirrups for beam 2.65 2.06 2x5 2.06 2.658. I 2. 
Number of stirrups for beam 39.29x6 27.41 27.41 31.3750. 10. 31.37 
Depth of girder 24.94 23.1823.65 23.46 23.46x7 30. 15. 

I/) 15.09 .<IJ Width of girder 14.84 13.97x8 20. 10. 15.46 14.84·-..0 
res 3.08 4x9 Diameter of stirrups for girde~ 8. 2. 3.08 3.08 3.08.,.. 
s.. 
rcs 23.85xlO Number of stirrups for girder 28.8 28.8 28.8 28.850. 10.
> 

o. 125 0.2520.252 0.252 0.253Area of positive steel slab xll 1.44 0.072 
s:: 
O'> 0.182 0.453Area of negative steel slab 0.453 0.453 0.453xl2 0.0721.44.,.... 
I/) 

<IJ Area of positive steel beam · 1.022 1. 146 1.147 0.976 1.0223.339 0.83x13
0 

1.505 1.521.74Area of negative steel beam 0.41 1.523 1.74xl4 3.34 
3.063.04 3.044 3.08Area of positive steel girder 4.02 0.804 4.278x15 
1.521. 526 1.546Area of negative steel girder 0.804 1.587 1.5264.059xl6 

u Cost of the panel $ 903.34 903.42 923.33 920.05 
PARAMETERS: 
FC = 3,000 psi 
FY = 40,000 psi 

BEMOD 
GIMOD 

= 20 ft 
= 20 ft 

ZL 
HS 

= 100 psf 
= 12 ft 

CA 
CB 

= 14 in 
= 14 in 

COV = 1.25 in 
COVTB = 3 in 

COVBB = 2 in 
COVBP = 3 in 
COVTP = 3 in 

Table 4.5. Solutions with Various Variables Constrained. m 

~ 
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The cost of finding a solution must realistically be less than the 

costs incurred in engineering offices for the same job without ~ computer. 

When using a computer, time is proportional to cost. Therefore, this study 

seeks to arrive at a satisfactory compromise between the accuracy of the 

solution and the time required to obtain the results. 

The program runs fer 20 seconds in octal, which is 12 seconds or 

1/300 of an hour. At McMaster Computer Centre one hour of computation costs 

$500. Hence one run costs $1.70. The additional cost for a detailer is 

estimated as follows: l)ttewage is $12,000 per year, which yields $33/day; 

2) the. time consumed for detailing (estimated) is 4 hours, which makes 

additional cost of $16.50 plus 2 hours for punching of $8.25. Therefore: 

Total cost= 1.70 + 24.75 = $26.45 

Total time from start to finish is reasonably estimated to be 6 hours. 

The time taken for an experienced designer for the design of such 

a project as shown in Figure 2.1 is estimated to be one day. This costs 

$33.00 and requires a total time of 8 hours. Therefore the saving on the 

cost is approximately (6.55/33) x 100 = 19.8%, and the saving on time is about 

25%. 

The above values are, of course, very flexible due to the estimation. 

They are presented as a guide only. However, it should be noted that by using 

the computer for the design the errors in calculation should be almost 

·eliminated. The remarkable advantage of optimization is that it automatically 

tries several dozens of solutions before arriving at the final solution. 

4.8. Conclusion of Chapter IV 

The question could arise as to whether the one-way slab, beam and 


girder floor is feasible or even applicable for office buildings. This type 
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of floor could find application for underground garages, lobbies and mechanical 

floors where heavy concentrated loads can be expected and where spans of about 

15 feet are acceptable. 

An important feature of this program is its easy adaption to form a 

part of a master program which could be developed to automatically search for 

the most economical type of flooring. This master program would contain 

similar sub-programs for the different parts contained in the chart of the 

coordination model shown in Figure 2.14. 

The future development of the program developed here may be divided 

into two directions. Firstly, to facilitate easy use, the organization of 

the input-output data could be tailored to the needs and practices of specified 

users such as architects and practicing engineers. Secondly, a minor modifi

cation in-the input-output formats must be made if the program is to be used 

in the above suggested master program package. 

In Section 4.6, Sensitivity, it has been recognized that the problem 

presented is to find a set of variables of lowest possible values which would 

satisfy the constraints rather than search for the minimum value of the 

objective function in the feasible region. Therefore it may be expected in 

the future that the whole problem will be somewhat redefined for the new 

search which is not known at the present. 



CHAPTER V. FLAT PLATE 


5.1 	 Introduction 

The flat plate is one of today's most commonly used floors in office 

and apartment buildings. Flat plate floors offer many advantages due to not 

having beams project below the slab: 

{l) Since beams are eliminated and reinforcing is of an extremely simple 

pattern, the speed of construction is increased. Work is even more 

simplified using welded wire mesh which also assures more exact 

placing of reinforcement, excellent bond to concrete, and good details 

around openings in the slab. 
' 

{2) A flat unbroken ceiling without any furring or additional hung ceiling 

produces additional savings. 

A reduction in floor-to-floor distance lowers the overall building 

height. As a result this cuts down wind lo~ds bringing about savings in the 

cost of the primary structure and the foundations. Also there are corres

ponding savings in mechanical and architectural details. 

The designer satisfies the structural requirements for the plate 

thickness and the amount of steel at four critical points in both directions. 

The eight critical sections are indicated in Figure 5.1. Several alternatives 

must be tried in order to obtain a financially more effective plate than the 

initial design. 

The 	 aims of optimized design are: 

{l) 	 The systematic search for the design which will satisfy the structural 

criteria as well as achieving the financially most effective flat 

plate structure. 
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FIG. 5.1 TYPICAL FLAT PLATE PANEL 
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(2) To save the designer's time spent doing repetitive calculation of 

several alternatives. 

Therefore, the optimized design of flat plate floors is discussed in this 

Chapter. 

This chapter consists of the following sections. Section 5.2 shows 

the computation model of the flat plate. Section 5.3 deals with the cost 

determination as the objective function. The inequality constraints are 

discussed in Section 5.4 and the solution for the typical panel is shown in 

Section 5.5, followed by the conclusion of this chapter in Section 5.6. 

5.2 Computation Model 

The flat plate floor is assumed to consist of typical plates as shown 

in Figure 5.1. A typical flat plate floor is assumed here to be of uniform 

thickness including the corner and end bays. As a result the designer has 

only to specify different steel reinforcement for the plates which differ 

from the typical plate. 

The thickness of the plate and the reinforcement steel areas at the 

critical points (refer to Figure 5.1) are assumed as variables in the search 

for a feasible minimum of the objective function where the cost is the function 

of these variables. 

5·.J Objective Function 

The cost of the flat plate as based on the unit prices of materials 

defined in Section 2.5 is the object of minimization. A typical flat plate 

panel is shown on Figure 5.1. Also the independent variables (x1,x2, ..• ,x9) 

of the design vector X are specified on Figure 5.1. 

The cost of the typical flat plate panel is formulated as the sum of 

,, ' 
(.. ' . 
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the cost of concrete (CON}, the cost of reinforcing steel (STEEL), and the 

cost of fornwork (FORM}. 

U= CON + STEEL + FORM 	 (5.1) 

The 	cost of concrete, CON, is expressed as follows: 

CON= 	 BEt-l>D*GIMOD*x1*UPC (5.2) 

where BEf.IJD and GIMOD are panel dimensions as defined in Figure 5.1, and 

UPC = unit price of concrete as defined in ·Section 2.5. 

The cost of reinforcing steel, STEEL, is calculated as: 

STEEL* 	= 0.5*W*UPS[BEMOD(x2 + x3 + x4 + x )5

+ GIM>D(x6 + x7 + x8 + Xg)J 	 (5.3) 

where W =specific weight of the steel (490 lbs/ft3), and 

UPS = unit price of reinforcing steel as defined in Section 2.5. 

The cost of fornwork, FORM, is ·given by: 

FORM = 	UPFS[(BEf.IJD*GIMOD) - (CA*CB)] (5.4) 

where 	 UPFS = unit price of fornwork as specified in Section 2.5; 

CA · = width of the column taken in direction BEMOD; and 

CB = depth of the column taken in direction GIMOD. 
I 

5.4 	 Design Constraints 

In general, the design of a flat plate is subjected to four basic 

constraints. They are: 

(1) 	 Moment constraint. The ultimate moment capacity of the section must 

not be less than the moment caused by external forces. 

*The assumption that all the bars extend over the full span is slightly con
servative and some steel could be saved by wing cut-offs. 
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(2) 	 Shear constraint. The shear capacity of the section where the shear 

stress caused by external forces is maximum must be greater than the 

actual shear stress. 

(3) 	 Deformation constraint. Deformations of the structure must be 


within the allowable limits. 


(4) 	 Other constraints. There are other practical limitations on the 

vector of design variables. 

5.4.l 	 Moment Constraint 

Amoment constraint has a general form: 

ULM - BM> 0 (5.5) 

where BM = moment at the particular critical section due to external loading, 

and 

ULM = ultimate moment capacity of the investigated section, where the 

section of flat plate is assumed to be reinforced with tension 

·steel only. 

Steel in the compression zone of flat plates is generally very close to the 

neutral axis and because of this as well as the negligible influence of com

pression steel in underreinforced sections, it is not taken into account. 

The design is done by elastic analysis. The moments, BM, are found 

by means of the moment coefficients(l?) as per Figure 4.4. For this purpose 
11 811the structure is divided into number of bents in the long direction and 

11611 in the short direction as defined in Figure 5.2. The critical moments 
11 B11 	 11G11are calculated across the full width of bents and assuming the entire 

width of the bent as a beam. In the office building the ratio of live load 

and dead load is such that for design purposes the total moment for maximum 
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FIG. S.2 Bents in the long and short directions as defined in National Building 
Code of Can ad a(17~ 

A A I 

x1l2 Critical section for ne ative 
~ moment 

Center of column 

FIG.S.3 Critical section for negative bending 

BEMOD BE MOD 
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bending is assumed to occur under full live load(l 7}. The negative moment 

in both column and middle strip is levelled-off at the distance A as defined 

in Figure 5.3 and this critical negative moment is considered constant over 

the support. 

Next, the numerical sum of positive and negative bending moments in 

the direction of either side of the panel is checked against the moment 

calculated by moment formula (106) in the National Building Code(l 7). How

ever the value of the total moment was not reduced to agree with formula 106 

because the generality of the program precluded satisfying the requirements of 

Section 4.5.7.5.(l 7} which would permit this. The moments calculated for the 

bents are then distributed to the column and the middle strips according to 

Table 4.5.7.B. of the National Building Code(l 7}. In such a way the obtained 

moments are substituted for BM in the Inequality (5.5). 

The ultimate moment capacity of the investigated section, ULM, is 

calculated in subroutine SIMPLE, and also substituted for ULM in Inequality 

(5.5). 

5.4.2 Shear Constraint 

The situation in shear around a typical interior column in a flat 

plate is analogous to that in a single spread footing. The idea is that the 

area enclosed between the two parallel pairs of centerlines of panels is 

equivalent to the area of the footing. The NBC of Canada [Reference 17, 

Article 4.5.7.3.(3)(b}] has chosen to use Moe's(Jl) recent work for cases of 

two-way plate action as shown in Figure 5.5. 

For a flat plate in which bending action is primarily in one direction 

(GIMOD/BEMOD ~ 0.5), the procedure used for beams should be applied. The 

critical section for shear-compression failure and loaded area for the 

UP. 
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investigated sections is shown on Figure 5.6. 

For two-way diagonal tension action, the shear force (Figures 5.5 

and 5.6a) ·is 

V = (ZL + ZD){BEt()D*GIMOD - [4TU2+ 2TU{CA + CB) + CA*CB]} (5.6) 

where ZL = live load (lb/ft2}, and 

ZD =dead load= 12.5 x1 (lb/ft2), assuming weight of normal concrete 

-equal to 150 lb/ft3, 

and the shear stress is 

- v (5.7)v - TU*2(CA + CB + 2TU} 

Assuming a section without shear reinforcement the allowable shear stress, as 

defined in Reference 11, is 

Allowable v = 4<1> ~ (5.8) 

+=0.85 

For one-way diagonal tension action, the shear force according to Figure 5.5b 

is 
V = (ZL + ZD}[0.5(BEt()D - CA} - TU] (5.9} 

and the shear stress is 

- v (5.10)v - TU*Glt()D 

The allowable shear stress is defined in Reference 17, Article 4.5.4B.13(5) 

as 
Allowable v = 2+ WC- (5.11) 


Thus, shear constraint takes the following form: 


Allowable v - v > 0 (5.12) 


http:WC-(5.11
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where Allowable v and v are taken from Equations (5.8) and (5.7} respectively 

for Gif>l>O/BEMOD ;ii. 0.5. Where GIMOD/BEMOD 0.5 Equations (5.11 and (5.10} 

respectively are similarly used. 

5.4.3 Deformation Constraint 

The stiffness of a flat plate depends mainly on its thickness. 

Therefore the National Building Code(l 7} controls the deflection through the 

slab thickness as per Table 4.5.7.A of Reference 17. The designer may choose 

a plate of less thickness but then an analysis for deflection is required. 

Computed deflections increased by 1/3 should satisfy the deflection limit 

as per Section 4.5.4.9. of the National Building Code< 17>. The test of 

reinforced concrete flat slabs done by Hatcher and Sozen( 
34 

} show that the 

deflection of the slab is a critical factor. Hatcher's test also shows that 

the edge panel is most critically deflected. 

The flat plate deformation behaviour was approximated as a diagonal 

beam, as a plate using the theory of Bares< 28 ) and as a grid. A realistic but 

still conservative value of centre panel deflection was obtained assuming the 

diagonal beam action. 

In calculation of deflection which occurs immediately upon application 

of service (working) load the modulus of elasticity is specified as follows: 

E =w1•5 33 JFf: (5.13)c c 

Taking wc = 145 pcf for normal weight concrete, the Equation (5.13} becomes 

Ec =57,500 JFf' (5.14} 

The moment of inertia, I, is based on the gross cross section. 

For the deflection analysis the conjugate-beam method(ll) is used 
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where the midspan deflection, ym, is expressed as 

5 L2 
Ym = 48 IT [Ms - O. l(Ma + Mb)] (5.15) 

c 

where Ms = positive moment at the middle of the span, 

Ma and Mb = negative moments at the lefthand support a, and the 

righthand support b, respectively, 

Ec = modulus of elasticity, 

I =moment of inertia, and 

L =diagonal clear-span defined as follows: 

(5.16) 

The additional long-term deflections are obtained by multiplying the 

ill'lllediate deflection caused by the sustained part of the load (assumed 60% 

of live load) by a creep factor of 2. The allowable limit for the sum of 

the immediate deflection due to live load, ZL, and the additional deflection 

due to shrinkage and creep under all sustained loads is defined in Reference 

17 as not to exceed L/360. 

5.4.4 	 Other Constraints 

Several other provisions of the Building Code(l?) must be satisfied: 

(1) 	 The area of reinforcement at any section must be greater than the 


minimum required for shrinkage and temperature(l?) given by 


(5.17) 

where Ac = gross concrete area. 

(2) 	 The minimum slab thickness must be greater than the values· shown 


below: fy (psi) without drop panels 


40,000 L/36 or 5 in. 

50,000 L/33· or 5 in. 
60,000 L/30 or 5 in. 
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(3) 	 Another type of constraint which is not included in the program 

because bar sizes are not chosen, refers to the arrangement of slab 

reinforcement where: 

(a) 	 the spacing of the bars at any section shall not exceed two 

times the slab thickness x1 nor 18 inches; and 

(b) 	 at least 25% of required negative reinforcement in column strip 

shall cross the periphery located at a distance x1 from the column. 

5.5 	 Solution 

The computation model as shown in Figure 5.1 was designed with the 

afd of a 	direct optimization technique using the following.input parameters: 

FC = 3,000 psi and IPS = 1 

FY =40,000 psi · JAK = 1 

UPC =$31.80/yd3 MB = 1 

UPS =$0.1605/lb MS = 1 

UPFS =$0.75/ft2 !RUN = 1 

BEf()D = 20 ft CA = 16 inches 


GU.DD = 20 ft CB = 16 inches 


ZL =50 psf HS = 10 ft 


cov = 2 inches I 


Since no column analysis is performed here, the above column size 

was chosen to safely support the axial' bonding of 40 flat plates. 

!RUN was specified to be 1, therefore the values of RMAX(I), RMIN(I), 

and XSTRT(I) were set automatically by the program and they are as listed in 

Table 5.1. 

RMAX(I) - estimated upper bound on range of variables x(I) where 

I·= number of variables= 1,.~.,9 (refer to Figure 5.1); 
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RMIN(I) - estimated lower bound on range of variables x(I); and 

XSTRT(I) - starting values of x(I). 

In this example the solution has been found after fifteen successful 

iterations. Values of all the variables and the cost of the flat plate 

panel for the solution are listed in Table 5.1. The most critical constraint 

in this example is the shear around the column {the punching effect). As a 

practical dimension the thickness of the slab, x1, was then constrained to 

8.5 inches. Naturally, the cost of this flat plate panel is higher than the 

optimum solution. The results are listed in Table 5.1. 

Effect of Changes in the Parameters 

Two parameters are investigated, the loading and the panel size. 

These two parameters have the primary influence on the cost. Various live 

loads, ZL, were applied and the solutions are tabulated in Table 5.2. When 

live load, ZL, is plotted against cost function, U, it may be observed that 

the mutual dependence is not linear and the curve is similar to that in 

Figure 4.8. A much steeper curve is obtained when live load is plotted 

against the thickness of the slab. Therefore, there is no linear proportion 

between the thickness of slab and the cost. It should be noted that the 

column size was not increased with increased load. 

The solutions for various sizes of panels are listed in Table 5.3. 

It is seen that for large size panel {say 30 ft by 20 ft) any increase in 

siie rapidly increases the cost per square foot. 



Symbol I 

xl I 

x2 

x3 

x4 

x5 

x6 

x7 

x8 

x9 

u 

Representation 


Thickness of the slab 


Area of positive steel 


Area of negative steel 


Area of positive steel 


Area of negative steel 


Area of positive steel 


Area of negative steel 


Area of positive steel 


Area of ne9ative steel 


at A in BEt()D direction 

at B in BEMOD direction 

at C in BEMOD direction 

at D in BEMOD direction 

at A in GIMOD direction 

at B in GIMOD direction 

at C in GiflOD direction 

at D in GIMOD dir.ection 

Cost of the flat plate panel 


RMAX(I) 


i 

I 

PARAMETERS: 	 FC = 3,000 psi 
FY = 40,000 psi 
UPC= $31.8/cu yd 
UPS=$ 0.1605/lb 

', 

UPFS = $0.75/sq.ft 

BEMOD = 20 ft 

GIMOD = 20 ft 

ZL = 50 psf 

COV = 2 in 

CA =16 in 


CB = 16 in 


HS = 10 ft 


12. 

0.72 

0.72 

0.72 

0.72 

0.72 

0.72 

0.72 

0.72 

RMIN XSTRTI Solution 
Found 

I Constr. 
~1=8.5 in. 

8. l 565. 6. o I I 8. 5 

0.2650.144 0.42 0.248 

0.3390. 144 0. 71 0.313 

. 0.1960.144 I 0.3381 0.205 

. 0.198 .Q.144 0.34 0.207 

0.1990.144 0.42 0.208 

0.3390.144 0.71 0.313 

0.1960.144 0.338 0.205 

0.1980.144 0.34 0.207 J 

629.47 642.79 I 

!RUN = 1 , !RUN = 2 

Table 5.1. Optimum Solution for Flat Plate Panel. _. 

U1 
0 

http:0.75/sq.ft
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ZL = 50 psf ZL = 100 psf ZL = 150 psf ZL = 200 psf ZL = 300 psf 

xl 
x2 
x3 
x4 
x5 
x6 
x7 
x8 
x9 

8.15 
0.265 
0.339 
0.196 
0.198 
0.199 
0.339 
0.196 
0.198 

10.51 
0.292 
0.370 
0.254 
0.256 
0.252 
0.370 
0.254 
o·.256 

12.44 
0.314 
0.401 
0.302 
0.300 
0.300 
0.401 
0.302 
0.300 

14.21 
0.340 
0.423 
0.342 
0.340 
0.340 
0.423 
0.342 
0.340 

17.00 
0.411 
0.463 
0.408 
0.410 
0.411 
0.463 
0.408 
0.410 

u $ 629.47 724.07 801.70 869.15 984.69 

·1' . Table 5.2. 	 Various Live Load, ZL, on the Panel of Basic Parameters 

20 x 20 ft. 

Variable 
BEf.DD 
Gir.DD 

= 15 
= 15 

20 ft 
15 ft 

20 ft 
20 ft 

25 ft 
20 ft 

30 ft 
20 ft 

xl 
x2 

x3 
x4 
x5 
x6 
x7 
x8 
x9 

5.21 
0.222 
0.284 
0.127 
0.126 
0.126 
0.284 
0.127 
0.155 

6.41 
0.232 

0.297 
0.154 
0.155 
0.155 
0.316 
0.156 
0.171 

8.15 
0.265 
0.339 
0.196 
0.198 
0.199 
0.339 
0.196 
0.198 

10.05 
0.287 
0.366 
0.245 
0.243 
0.242 
0.376 
0.241 
0.244 

12.03 
0.309 
0.392 
0.289 
0.291 
0.290 
0.416 
0.290 
0.289 

·U $ 288.40 420.21 629.47 880.91 1175.09 

$ 1.28/S. F. 1.40/S.F. 1.57 /S. F. 1.76/S.F. l.96/S. F. 

Table 5.3. Various Size of the Panel (Live Load, ZL = 50 psf). 
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5.7 Sensitivity 

The behaviour of an objective function (cost) in the vicinity of 

the optimum solution has been examined and is presented in Figure 5.7. 

Similarly as for the one-way slab, beam and girder floor the computer 

library program PLOT3D was used for plotting the objective function. As 

before the program had to be split into two programs because the flat plate 

optimum design program contains 29 constraints (which are detailed in 

Appendix B) and PLOT3D can handle only 20 constraints at a time. The first 

13 constraints were included in the first program and the remaining 16 con

straints were included in the second program. 

In Figure 5.7 the objective function is plotted against variables 

x1, the overall thickness of the flat plate, and x2, the positive steel area 

in BEf()D direction at "A" (refer to Figure 5.1). The variables x1 and x2 
were chosen for presentation because, firstly, the cost function changes 

most dramatically with variation of these two variables, and, secondly, that 

the most critical constraint, constraint 9 (the shear capacity of the plate 

against punching) depends on the x1 only since shear reinforcement is not 

present. The remaining variables were assigned constant values as found for 

the· optimum solution shown in Table 5.1. 
! 

The optimum solution illustrated in Figure 5.7 is 
! 

found on the 

boundaries of the shear constraint and the ultimate moment capacity of a 

section at "A" in the BEMOD direction. The latter constraint is immediately 

followed by the constraint which requires the minimum reinforcement in the 

section. This means that the moment capacity around the optimum was achieved 

by providing only slightly more than minimum reinforcement. From the Figure 

5.7 the conclusion was drawn that the shear constraint governs the plate 

thickness for the model with the parameters given on page 103. However some 
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designers have suggested use of shear head reinforcement in order to increase 

the shear capacity of a plate against punching. To the author's knowledge 

this has not g~ined wide acceptance in North America and will probably require 

further study to fully document the effectiveness of shear head reinforcement. 

When the behaviour of a plate with shear head reinforcement is understood, 

then this may be introduced as a new variable x10 which would represent the 

area of shear head reinforcement. Obviously, it will intorudce an increase in 

number of constraints. 

LIST OF CONSTRAINTS FOR FLAT PLATE 


1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

Ultimate moment capacity
of the section at: 

A 
B I i n BEl4JD di recti onc 
D IA 
B in GI 14JD di rectionc 
D 

9. Shear capacity against punching. 

10. Shear capacity in one-way action. 

11. Immediate deflection due to live load. 

12. Total deflection. 

13. Minimum thickness of plate to be 5 inches. 

14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 

22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 

Minimum area of reinforcing 
steel required for shrinkage 
and temperature at: 

Minimum one bar number 3 
per one foot at: 

A 

IB in BEMOD directionc 
D 
A 

IB in GIMOD directionc 
D 

A 

IB in BEMOD directionc 
D 
A 

IB in GIMOD directionc 
D 



CHAPTER VI. CONCLUSIONS 
~ 

AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Conclusions 

The purpose of this work is to provide help to the designer with a 

means for making correct decisions towards achieving the most economical 

solution. The design of a building creates a complex of a decision-making 

process, and, therefore, an evaluation system is needed for evaluation of the 

decisions. One of the possible evaluation systems is shown in Chapter II. 

The author tried to indicate the complexity of decision making even after 

cast in place reinforced concrete was chosen as the structural material for 

the sub-system of the load-bearing structure. The optimization of the whole 

sub-system is beyond the scope of this work, and therefore the sub-system 

has been broken down into assemblies, components and parts. 

Computer programs were developed for the optimum design of one-way 

slab, beam and girder floors and for the optimal design of flat plates. 

According to the chart of coordination (Figure 2.4), both programs coupled 

with at least four more programs which could be developed in the future would 

make a master program package the purpose of which would be to select the 

most economical floor framing design. 

The benefits of using such a master program package were illustrated 

by the presentation of two possible solutions. Designs were made for a one

way, beam and slab floor framing, and ~or a flat plate using the same para

meters such as the distance between columns in both directions, strengths of 

used materials 3 etc., in both cases. For given unit prices as defined in 

Section 2.5, the flat plate design for a 20 ft by 20 ft panel with 50 psf 

live load is more economical than the corresponding one-way, beam and girder 

110 
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floor framing design (refer to Figure 4.8 and Table 5.2). 

At the present time both programs work separately. However, they 

are valuable in this form as was discussed in Section 4.8. The minimum 

cost of a project before any detailed design has been made is obviously 

important for feasibility studies, tendering, etc. 

The versatility of the programs presented herein gives the 

architect an opportunity to quickly determine sufficient dimensions. For 

the engineer the steel areas are calculated and his engineering judgement 

is applied for detailing. Also the estimator has ready access to the price 

of floor framing structure. For all of them time is saved which would other

wise have been used in making trial calculations without necessarily ever 

finding the least costly design. 

6.2 Recommendations 

The future development of programs presented may involve specified 

organization of input-output data for specific users such as an architect 

or a practicing engineer. Further, a minor modification will be required 

when employing these programs in a master program package. The changes 

will be with regard to the way the master program prepares the output so 

that such parameters as loads on column will be directly usable for the 

master program for the optimum design of the interior columns. 
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HROZ,CM60000,T30. JANO. 

RUN{S) 

SETINDF. 

REDUCE. 

LGO. 


6400 END OF RECORD 
PROGRAM TST (INPUTtOUTpUTtTAPE5=INPUTtTAPE6=0UTPUT) 

c 
c THIS IS THE PROGRAM FOR AN AUTOMATIC OPTIMATIZED DESIGN OF 
c FOR TWO PANELS 
c ****************************************************************** 
c 
c 
c 
c MC MASTER UNIVERSITYt DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
c MECHANICSt HAMILTON t ONTARIOt CANADA. 
c PROGRAM DEVELOPER = JAN JANOSIKt AUGUST,1972 
c 
c 
c ONE-WAY SLABtBEAMtGIR~ER FLOOR PANEL. THE PANEL IS ASSUMED 
c AS A TYPICAL ONE WITH CONTINUITY IN BOTH DIRECTIONS ATLEAST 
c FOR TWO PANELS. 
c 
c INPUT 
c ****************************************************************** 
c 
c STRENGTH - PRICE 
c 
c IPS 1-PRINT-OUT OF THE INPUT DATA OF STRENGTH-PRICE 
c 2- NO PRINTOUT OF THE INPUT DATA OF STRENGTH-PRICE 
c JAK 1- FOR SINGLE FCtUPCt 
c 2- FOR SET OF COUPLES FCtUPC 
c MB RANGE OF STRENGTHS OF CONCRETE 
c MS RANGE OF YIELD STENGTHS OF STEEL 
c FC<l'•••'MB> PARTICULAR COMPRESSION STRENGTH OF CONCRETE 28 DAYS 
c AFTER POURING CLB/IN**2) 
c UPC(}tetMR> THE UNIT PRICE OF ~FADY MIXED CONCRETE ($/Y**3> 
c FY<1, •• ,MS> PARTICULAR YIELD STRENGTH OF RFINFORCING STEEL 
c CLB/IN**2> 
c UPS<ltetMS> UNIT PRICE OF STEEL ($/LB> 
c 
c UPFS UNIT PRICE OF FORMWORK FOR SLAA ($/FT**2) 
c UPFB UNIT PRICE OF FORMWORK FOR BEAM ($/FT**2l 
c 
c ZL . SUPERIMPOSED LOAD <LB/FT**2) 
c 
c GEOMETRY 
c 
c GIMOD DISTANCE BETWEEN AXIS OF TWO GIRDERS ADJACENT TO THE 
c INVESTIGATED BAY (FT> 
c BE MOD DISTANCE BETWEEN AXIS OF COLUMNS TAKEN PERPENDICULARY 
c TO tGIMODt CFT> 
c CA THICKNESS OF COLUMN SUPPORTING THE GIRDER TAKEN 
c IN DIRECTION tBEMODt CI N > 
c CB THICKNESS OF COLUMN IN DIRECTION GIMOD <IN) 
c HS HEIGTH OF STOREY (FT> 
c 
c DETAILING 
c 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
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c 	 IRUN 
c 
c 
c cov 
c coVTB 
c 
c 
c COVBB 
c 
c coVTp 
c 
c 
c 	 coVeP 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 	 INPUT 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
.A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
/\ 
A. 
.4. 
A 

THE MIDSPAN OF THE GIRDER AND THE TENSION FACE OF 
THE GIRDER. <IN> 
DISTANCE BETWEEN THE CENTROID OF COMPRESSION STEEL 
AT THE SUPPORT AND THE COMPRESSION FACE OF THE 
GIRDER. (JN> 

PREPARATION• 
('. 	 ****************************************************************** 
c 
c 	 SEQUENCE OF CARDS VARIABLES FORMAT 
c 	 +-----------------+------------------------------------+---------
c 	 1 
c 	 2 
c 	 3 ••• 
c 	 4 ••• 
c 	 5 ••• 
c 	 6 ••• 
c 	 7 
c 	 8 
c 	 9 
c 	 IF IRUN=2 
c 	 10 ••• 
c 	 11 ••• 
c 	 12 ••• 
c 	 13 
c 
c 	 NOTE = IF SOME 

ANY ALPHANUMERIC TITLE 13A6 
tPS,JAK,MB,MS,yRUN 515 
FC(I),I=l,MB 4F20e5 
FY(J),J=l,MS 4F20.5 
UPC(J),J=l,MB 4F20e5 
UpS(J),J=l,MS 4F20.5 
UPFS,UPFB 2F20e5 
GIMODtBEMODtZL 3F20e5 
CAtCA,HS 3F20.5 

-ADD THE FOLLOWING CARDS 
RMAX<I> tl=ltl6 5Fl6•8 
RMIN(l)tl=l,16 5Fl6a8 
XSTRT(I)tl=l•l6 5Fl6a8 
cov,coVTBtCOVB8•COVTp.coVRP 5Fl6e8 

VARIABLE(J) IS DESIRED TO BE CERTAIN UNCHANGED 

c 
c 
c 	 OUTPUT 

******************c 
c 
c Xl 
c x2 
c 
c X3 
c X4 
c X5 
c X6 
c 
c X7 
c XS 
c 	 'X9 

c 	 XlO 
c 

DATA 


1- FOR THE FIRST RUN
ARE SET INTERNALLY 
2- FOR THE ADJUSTING 
0.75JN+HALF DIA~ETER 
DISTANCE BETWEEN TH~ 
THE MIDSTAN OF BEAM 

DISTANCE BETWEEN THE 
THE SUPPORT AND THE 
DISTANCE BETWEEN THE 

THE VALUES OF cov, ••• ,coVBP 

RUNS 
OF POSIT. STEEL IN SLAB <IN) 
CENTROID OF TENSION STEEL AT 
AND THE TESION FACE OF THE BEAM 

<IN) 
CETROID OF CO~PRESSION STEEL AT 

COMPR. FACE OF THE BEAM (JNl 
CENTROID OF TENSION STEEL AT 

c VALUE - SET RMAX(Jl• RMIN<Jlt XSTRT(J) EQUAL TO THIS VALUE. 

• 
•••BEAM 

•
•• GIRDER 

= NS• NUBER OF SPANS 
= rs. THICKNESS OF SLAB<IN> 

=rs, 	OVERALL DEPTH (JN) 

=BB• 	WIDTH OF THE WEB <IN> 
=DIAMETER OF STIRRUPS 2••••8 
= NUMBER OF STIRRUPS FOR ONE BEAM 

= TP, 	 OVERALL DEPTH CINl 
= BPt 	 WIDTH OF THE WEB (IN) 
= DIAMETER OF THE STIRRUPS 2••••'A 
= NUMBER OF STIRRUPS FOR ONE GIRDER 
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c x ( 11> = AREA OF REINFORCEMENT AT MIDSPAN OF SLABCIN**2>-POSIT.<BT 	 A 
c X<12> = AREA OF REINFORCEMENT AT SUPPORT OF SLAB<IN**2> -NEGAT<TO 	 A 
c X(13) = AREA OF REINFORCEMENT AT MIDSPAN OF BEAMIIN**2l-POSIT.<BT 	 A 
c X(14) = AREA OF REINFORCEMENT AT SUPPORT OF BEAM< I N**2) -NEGAT<TO 	 A 
c X(15) = AREA OF R.F. AT _MIDSPAN OF GIRDER<IN**2> -POSIT.<TOP) 	 A 
c X<l6> = AREA OF R.F. AT SUPPORT OF GIRDER(IN**2> -NEG.<TOPl 	 A 
c 	 A 
c THE PROGRAM BEGINS 	 A 

Ac 	 ================== 
c 	 A 

COMMON /BLOK!/ IPS,JAKIBL0K21FC,FY/BLOK3/UPC,UPS,UPFS,UPFB A 
COMMON IALOK4/ GI~0D,BFMOD,cov,coVTB,COVBB,COVTp,covsp,ZL A 
COMMON /BLOK5/ CA,CBtHS A 
DIMENSION WORK1<16l' WORK2<16)' WORK3116l' WORK4<16) A 
DIMENSION X<16>' DHI114Al' PSI(!), XSTRT<16), RMAXC16), RMIN<l6l A 
DIMENSION IXl101, DIF(lO), X8(16J A 
DIMENSION DEVB<20J, PEVS(20), C~NBC2Q), CENS(20l A 
DIMENSION TITLE<l3) ' A 

C 	 A 
C A 

OAT~ NtIDRJNTtJDATA,NCONS,FtMAXM,G,NEQUS,NSHOT,NTEST/16,1tlt36t0eO A 
101,3000,0.01,0,1,501 

READ C5t35l <TITLE<Tltl=ltl3l A 
WRITE (6,35) <TtTLE<I>,I=ltl3l A 

C 	 A 
READ (5,40} IPS,JAK,MBtMSt!RUN 	 A 

C A 
READ ( 5 '45 l ( PE VB < J J 'J=1 'MB l A 
READ (5,45) <PEVS(JJhJJ=l,MSl A 
REAO (5,45) <CENBC.Jl,J=ltMAl A 
READ (5,45) CCENS(JJ),JJ=ltMSl A 
IF <IPS.EQ.1) GO TO 5 A 
GO TO 10 A 

5 	 WRITE (6t50J A 
WRITE (6t45l CPEVBCJltJ=ltMB> A 
WRITE C6t55l A 
WRITE (6t45l <CENB(J) tJ=l ,MBJ f>.. 

WRITE (6t60J A 
WRITE (6t45l <PEVS(JJ),JJ=ltMSl A 
WRITE 16t65l A 
WRITE (6,45l <CENSCJJhJJ=ltMSl A 

10 READ (5,70) UPFStUPFB 	 A 
C A 

READ (5,75) GIMODtBEMODtZL A 
READ (5,75) CAtCBtHS A 
IF <IRUN.EQ.2) GO TO 15 A 
RMAXC1>=5• A 
RM INC 1) =1. A 
XSTRT<ll=2• A 
RMAXC2l=BEMODl2.85 A 
RMIN(2l=BEMODl6.6 A 
XSTRT<?l=BEMOD/CXSTRTCJ))*0•33 A 
RMAXC3l=G!MOD*l•5 ·A 
RMINC3>=GIMOD*0.75 A 
XSTRT<3>=G!MOD*le25 A 
RMAXC4>=GIMOD A 
RMINC4)=GIMODl2. A 

http:RMINC3>=GIMOD*0.75
http:RMAXC2l=BEMODl2.85
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XSTRTC4l=RMINC4) A 
RMAXC5>=8• A 
RMIN<5>=2• A 
XSTRT<5>=2• A 
RMAX(6)=GIMOD*2e5 A 
RMIN(6)=GIMODl2. A 
XSTRTC6l=GIMOD*l•75 A 
RMAXC7)=BEMOD*l.5 A 
RMINC7)=8EMOD*0•75 A 
XSTRTC7>=BEMOD*l•25 A 
RMAX(8)=BEMOD
RMIN(8)=BEMODl2. 

A 
A 

XSTRT<8>=BEMOD*0•9 A 
RMAX(9)=8.
RMIN<9>=2. 

A 
A 

XSTRTC9>=2• A 
RMAX<!Ol=BEMOD*2•5 A 
RMIN<lO>=BEMOD 12. A 
XSTRT<tO>=BEMOD*l•l A 
PLSL=l2•*XSTRT<2> A 
RMAXC11>=0.03*PLSL A 
RMIN<l1)=0.0015*PLSL A 
XSTRT<11>=0.00666*PLSL A 
RMAXC12)=0.03*PLSL 
RMIN<l2>=0.0015*PLSL 

A 
A 

XSTRT<l2l=0.0123*PLSL A 
PLOB=XSTRT<~>*XSTRT<4l A 
RMAX<l3>=0.016*PLOB A 
RMIN<l3>=0.0040*PLOB A 
XSTRTC13>=0.0041*PLOB A 
RMAX(l4)=0.016*PLOB 
RMINC14)=0.002*PLOB 

A 
A 

XSTRT(14>=0.0064*PLOB A 
PLOP=XSTRT(7)*XSTRTCA)
RMAXC15)=0.0ll*PLOP 

A 
A 

RMINC15)=0.0022*PLOP 
XSTRT<15>=0.0084*PLOP 

A 
A 

RMAXC16)=0.0111*PLOP A 
RMINC16)=0.0022*PLOP A 
XSTRTC16>=0.0042*PLOP A 
DATA cov,covTs.covss.covTP,covsP11.25,3.,2.,3.,3.1 A 
GO TO 20 A 

C A 
C SUPPLIED VALUES OF EXPECTED BOUNDARIES MAX.,MIN.,AND A 
C STARTING VALUES RESPECTIVELY A 
15 READ C5t80) CRMAXCI>•I=l•l6)

READ (5,80) <RMHHlltI=l'16l 
A 
A 

READ C5t80) CXSTRTCJ>d=l'16) A 
READ <5•85) COVtCOVTBtCOVBBtCOVTPtCOVBP A 

C A 
20 DO 30 I=ltMB A 

FC=PEVB CI > A 
UPC=CENBCJ)/27.
DO 25 J= 1 ,MS 

A 
A 

FY=PEVS (J) A 
UPS=CENS ( J > 

CALL SFFKl <NtRMAX•P~IN•NCONS•NFQUS•F•GtXSTRT•NSHOT•NTFST,MAXM,IPR 
A 
A 
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25 
30 

c 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
75 
eO 
85 

lINTtIDATA,x,u,pHy,p5y,woR~ltWORK2tWORK3,WOR,4) 
CALL ANSWFR CUtXtPHitPSI,NtNC0NStNEQUS)

CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 

STOP 


FOR~AT <13A6) 

FORMAT <515) 

FORMAT <4F20.5) 

FORMAT <3Xt*COMPRFSStON STRFNGTH OF CONCRETF FC<PSJ)*) 

FORMAT (3X,*UNJT PRICE OF CONCRETE UPC($/CU.YD.l*l 

FORMAT <3X,*YTELD STRENGTH OF R.F. STEEL FY<PSJl*l 

FORMAT <3Xt*UNIT PRICE OF STEEL*> 

FORM.AT <?F20.11) 

FORMAT (3F20.5l 

FORMAT (5F16.8) 

FORMAT C5F16.8) 

END 

CD TOT 0248 

I 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
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SUBROUTINE UREAL f XtU) B 
C B 
C ****************************************************************** B 
C PURPOSE OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO CALCULATE THE VALUE B 
C OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION B 
C ****************************************************************** B 
C B 

COMMON /BLOK3/ UPCtUPStUPFStUPFB B 
COM~ON /BLOK4/ GIMOD•BEMOD•COV•COVTB•COVBB•COVTP•COVBP•ZL B 
DIMENSION X(l) B 

C SPECIFIC WEIGTH OF THE STEEL B 
W=490. B 

C B 
C 	 THE CONVERTED AUXILIARY VALUES B 

NS = X(l) 
Xlll = NS 
S=BEMOD/Xlll B 
TS=X(2)/12. B 
TB=Xf 3)/12• B 
TP=X<7>112. B 
TW:CX<3>-XC2))/12. 
TWP:(XC7>~X(2))/12. 	 B 
BB=XC4)/12. B 
BP=X(8)/12. 8 
COBB=COVRB/12. B 
COTB=COVTB/12. 8 
COTP=COVTP/12. B 
COBP=COVBP/12. B 
Xll=X<ll)/144. 8 
X12=X<l2l/144. 8 
X13=X(13)/144. B 
Xl4=X<l4l/144. B 
X15=X<t5)/144. B 
Xl6=X<t6>1144. B 
AB=3.1415*X<5>**2/C256.*144.) B 
~AG=3.1415*X(q)**2/(256.*144.) B 

C 	 B 
C THE COST OF THE SLAB US 8 

US:GIMOD*CUPC*TS*BEMOD+UPS*W*<Xtl*<TS+BB+0.A535*S>+Xl2*<TS+0.41A*S 8 
1>>+UPFS*(S-BBl*Xlll> 8 

C 	 B 
C 	 THE COST OF THE BEAMt UB 8 

UB=UPC*CTW*BR*(GIM00-8P))+UPS*W*CX13*CTB+RO+O.A515*GIMOD>+Xl4*CTB+ R 
t0.41q*GIMOD>+<?•*TB+BB-4•*COBB-2e*COTB)*AB*X(6) )+UPFB*( <2.*TW+BB>* B 
2CGIMOD-BPl > B 

C B 
C THE COST OF' GIRDER• UG 8 

UG:UPC*TWP*RP*AFMOD+UPS*W*CXJ5*CTP+BP+0.85~~*BEMODl+X16*(TP+Oe418* 8 
1BfMOD)+(?•*TP+RP-4e*CORP-?e*COTP>*AG*X<tO>>+UPFB*?•*(((BEMOD-TP>*< B 
7Tp+Oe5*BPll-CBB*TW*Xlll>> B 

C 	 B 
C 	 B 
C THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 8 
C ----------------------- B 
C B 

U=US+XCl)*UB+UG B 
RETURN 8 
END B 
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c 
c 
( 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
( 
c 
c 
c 
c 
( 

c 
c 
c 
c 
( 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 	 THE AUXILIARY 
c 

Fl=0.85*FC 
SQ=SQRTCFC> 
NS= X(l) 
Xlll = NS 
S=BEMOD/Xlll 
Z=S-XC4)/12. 
BB=:X<4> 
BE=2e*X(8) 
BS=12. 
BB=X(4) 
TU=X(2)-COV 
TUU=l2e*TU 
OB=X(3)-COVBB 
DT=X(3)-COVTB 
TW=X(3)-X(2) 
DP=X<7>-COVTP 
OPP=X(7)-COVBP 
TWP=X<7l-X(2) 
ZLl=S*ZL/12• 
GIM12=GIMOD*12. 

c 
c THE MINIMUM AND 

PMIN=200.IFY 
FCC=FC-4000. 
IF <FCC> 5,5,10 

5 	 EK=0.85 
GO TO 15 

SUBROUTINE CONST (X,NCONStPHI> 
c 
(' ****************************************************************** 
c PURPOSE OF THIS SUBROUTINE rs To CALCULATE THE VALUES OF 
c THE INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS 
c AT THE FEASIBLE POINT PHI.GE.O. 
c ****************************************************************** 
c 

DIMENSION X<l>• PHI(l) 
COMMON /BLOK2/ FCtFY 
COMMON IALOK4/ GIMODtBEMODtCOVtCOVTBtCOVBB•COVTPtCOVBPtZL 
COMMON /BLOK5/ CAtCBtHS 

MAXIMUM REINFORCEMENT RATIO PMINt PMAX RESP. 

10 	 EK=0.85-0.05*(FCC/1000.> 
15 	 PMAX=<Fl*EK*87000.l(FY*(87000.+FY)))*0•75 

X2=XC2> 	 ' 
X8=X(8) 
X9=X(9) 
Xll=X(lll 
X12=X<12) 
X13=X(13) 
X14=X(14l 
X15=X<l5> 
Xl6=X<16) 
Xlll=X(ll)/2. 
Xl33=X<13>12. 
Xl55=XC15)/2e 

VALUES 


c 
c 
c 
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c THE SLAB c 
c c---------------------------~----------c c 

USLAB=18.75*X<2l+l.8*ZL c 
ZA=USLAB*Z**2 c 

c c 
c POSITIVE DESIGN MOMENT c 

BMSLAB=ZA/16. c 
c c 
c NEGATIVE DESIGN MOMENT c 

BMSL=ZA/11. c 
c c 
c THE SECTION AT THE MIDSPAN c 

PS1=X<12)/TUU c 
PSDASH=Xlll/TUU c 
PMl=X<lll/TUU c 
CALL SIMPLE (8StTU,Xll•EKtUS~SLtFll c 
PHl(l)=CUSMSL-BMSLAB*l2•>*1·E-05 c 
PHIC2)=PS1-PMIN c 
PHI(3)=PMAX-PS1 c 

c c 
c THE SECTION AT THE SUPPORT c 

CALL DOUBLE <Fl•PMAXtTU•COV•PSltPSDASH,X12•Xlll•BS•UBMS•EK> c 
PHIC4l=(UBM5-BMSL*l2•l*l•E-05 c 
PHI(5l=PM1-PMIN c 
PHIC6l=PMAX-PM1 c 

c c 
c SHEAR CONSTRAINT c 

V=0•6*USLAB*Z c 
PHIC7)=1•7*50-V/TUU 	 c 

cc 
c THE DEFLECTION CONSTRAINT c 

IF CPMl*FY-500.) 20,20,30 ( 

20 IF <PSI*FY-500.) 25•25•30 c 
25 SI=X<2>**3*BS/12. c 

GO TO 40 c 
A5=ABS<8.*X<ll)) c 
EXXX=AS+2e*TU c 

(IF <EXXX> 25•25•35 
(c THE LOCATION OF THE NEUTRAL AXIS 

35 EX=AS+SQRT<AS*EXXX) c 
c c 

THE MOMENT OF I NERT I A FOR THE. CRACKED TRANSFORM. SECT ION 	 cc. (51=0.3~3*EX**3*BS+AS•<TU-EX>**2 
(UDEAD=l2. 50-*X< 2 > 


BPOD=0•l*<ZL+UDEADl*Z**2 c 

(BMS=0•125*CZL+UDEAD)*Z**2-0.~*BPOD 

c 	 c 
c 	 THE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY FOR NORMAL WEIGTH CONCRETE<l45PSFl c 

EC=575500.*SO c 
YM=5.*Z**2*(BMS-Oel*BPOD)/(48e*EC*Sl*l2•**3) ( 

,.. 

c 
DLIM=ZL*YM/lZL+UDEAD> '

( 

c 	 ASSUME THAT 60 PfR CENT OF LIVE .LO~D IS SUSTAINED ( 

SUSTDL=<0.6*ZL+UDEAD>*2•*YM/(ZL+UDFAD> c 
AtLDL=S*lZ.1360. ( 

PHI(BJ=ALLDL-SUSTDL-DLIM 	 '" '
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

45 

55 
c 
c 
c 
60 

c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 

THE T-BEAM c 
==================== c 

c 
c 

THE EFFECTIVE WIDTH DETERMINATION c 
c--------------------------~-------

BEF1=X(4l+24e*X(2) 
BEF2=0.25*GIM12 
BEF3=S*l2• 

IF <BEFleLT.BEF2> 
IF CBEF2.LT.BEF3> 
BEF=BEF3 
GO TO 60 
BEF=BEF2 
GO TO 60 
IF CBEFleLT.BEF3> 
BEF=BEF3 
GO TO 60 
BEF=BEFl 

ULTIMATE LOAD PER 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

GO TO 50 c 
GO TO 45 c 

c 
c 

'C 
c 

GO TO 55 c 
c 
c 

·c 
c 
c 

FOOT OF SPAN OF THE BEAM c 
U8EAM=<X<~>*X<4>+X<2l*CS*12·-X(4)))*1•~6+S*1•8*ZL c 
ZB=<GIMOD-X(8)/12•>**2*UBEAM c 

c 
POSITIVE DESIGN MOMENT c 
BMP=ZB/16. c 

c 
.c 

NEGATIVE DESIGN MOMENT c 
BMBE=ZB/11• c 

c 
c 

THE SECTION AT THE MIDSPAN OF BEAM c 
PM2=X<13l/CXC4>*DT) ·c 
PS2=Xl4/(X(4)*DT> c 
PS2DAS=X13/(XC4l*DT> c 
CALL TREA~ (R~F,R8tDR,X2•COVBB•XJ3,EK,UBM•F1,PMAXl c 
PHI(9):CUBM-AMP*12.l*leE-06 c 

. PHI(10)=PS2-PM!N c 
PHI(lll=PMAX-PS2 c 

c 
THE SECTION ABOVE THE SUPPORT OF THE BEAM c 
CALL DOUBLE <Fl•PMAXtDT,COVTB,PS2DAStPS2tXl4tX133,BB•UBMB•EKJ c 
PHI<12>=<UBMB-BMBE*l2.J*l•E-06 c 
PHIC13)=P~2-PMIN c 
PHIC14)=PMAX-P"'12 c 

c 
THE WEA REINFORCEMENT c 

c 
c 

THE ULTIMATE REACTION ( 

VR=UBEAM*0.5058*CGIMOD-XC8J/12•> c 
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DIA=X(5) c 
CALL WEBRTG <BBtOBtVRtDIAtSQ,S~l c 
PHI(l5) :CX<6> - GIM121SB)*0•01 
PHIC16)=CXC5>-le99999>*0.l c 

c 	 c 
c THE DEFLECTION CONSTRAINT 	 c 

cc ----------------------------- cc 
IF (PM2*FY-500.) 65t65t70 	 c 

cc 
c EXl=DISTANCE FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE BEAM TO THE CENTRE OF GRAVITY c 
~5 EX1:CX<2>*BEF*(X(~)-0.5*X<2>>+0.5*X(4)*TW**?.)/CX<2>*BEF+TW*XC4)) c 

cc 
c Sil=MOMENT OF INERTIA OF GROSS-SECTION c 

5Il=REF*X(2)*CX(2)**2112•+<XC3l-.5*X<2>-EX1)**2)+XC4)*TW*CTW**2112 c 
1.+<EX1-0.5*TW)**2) c 

GO TO 85 c 
70 Q=PM2*FC/FY c 

cc 
IF <1.180*0*DB-X(2)) 75,75,ao 	 c 

cc 
cc 

c VZ=POSITION OF NEUTRAL AXIS FROM THE TOP OF THE BEAM c 
cc 

c EX3=POSITION OF THE CENTRE OF GRAVITY MEASURED FROM THE BOTTOM c 
c WHEN N.A. IS IN THE FLANGE c 

cc 
75 VZ:XC13>*FY/(Fl*BEF*EK> c 

EX3:(BEF*VZ*CXC3>-0.5*VZ)+50.*XC13))/C8EF*VZ+8•*XCt3>> c 
Clc 

c THE MO~ENT OF INERTIA c 
sr1=BEF*VZ*(X(3)-EX3l**?+8.*X(13)*(EX3-COVBR)**2 c 

cGO TO 85 
cc 

c VY=POSJTION OF NEUTRAL AXIS FROM THE TOP OF THR BEAM c 
80 ASF=Fl*X<2>*<BEF-X(4))/FY c 

VY:CXC13l-ASF>*FYICFl*XC4)) c 
c c 
c EX4=THE CENTRE OF GRAVITY OF THE CRACKED SECTlON LOCATED FROM c 
c THE BITTOM OF THE BEAM c 

EX4:CXC2l*REF*(X(~)-X(?)l2el+CVY-X(?))*X(4)*(TW-0.5*(VY-X(?)))+50. ( 

1*XC13))/(X(2)*BEF+<VY-X<?>>*X(4)+8e*X<t3)) 	 c 
cc 

c THE MOMENT OF INERTIA OF CRACKED SECTION c 
SJJ=BEF*X<2>•CXC2l**2112e+CXC3>-X<?>l2.-EX4l**?l+CVY-X<2>>*X(4)*(X ( 

1C3)-£X4-0.5•CVY-XC2>>>**2+8.*X<t3l*<EX4-COVR8) c 
(c 

c IMMEDIATE LIVE LOAD DEFLECTION c 
85 DLL=5•*Zll*GIM12**4/CEC*SI1*3A4el c 

cc 
(c ADDITiONAL LONG TIME DEFLECTION DUE TO CREEP AND SHRINKAGE 

c CREEP FACTOR = 2• 
ADS=UBEAM/ZL*DLL*2• 

c .HALF-AN INCH IS TOLERABLE DEFLECTION 
PHI<17l=GIM12/360.-DLL-ADS+0.5 ( 

(c 
{c 
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c 	 THE GIRDER c 
cc 	 ============================ 
cc 

Al=TWP*XC8> c 
A2=XC2J*2•*XC8J c 
A3=Al+A2 c 

cc 
c THE CENTROID OF THE GROSS-AREA OF THE T-SECTION c 

YDASH:CXC8J*TWP**212•-2•*X(8)*XC2)**212eJ/A3 c 
cc 

c 	 THE MODULUS OF INERTIA OF THE GRoss~AREA c 
SI:O.~~*X<8>*<2.*XC2>**3+TWP**3J-A3*YDASH**/ c 

cc 
c THE STIFFNESS OF THE GIRDER GKR c 

GKR=SI/BEMOD c 
cc 

c 	 THE STIFFNESS OF THE COLUMN CKL c 
CKL=CA**3*CB/Cl2e*HS) c 
CCC=GKR/CKL c 

cc 
c 	 THE DISTRIBUTION FACTORS c 

DAB=-CCC/CCCC+2.1 c 
DBA=-CCC/C2.*CCC+2.> c 

cc 
c 	 THE UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED SELFWEIGTH OF GIRDEF c 

UP=l.56*XC8l*XC7J c 
cc 

c THE CONCENTRATED DEAD LOAD c 
CD=GIMOD*l•56*<<X<3>*XC4)+XC2>*<S*I2.-XC4)))) ( 

c 
c THE CONCENTRATED LIVE LOAD c 

CL=GIMOD*l•B*ZL*S c 
c 

c 
c THE FIXED END MOMENT DUE TO DEAD AND LIVE LOAD c 

FMDL=<CD+CL>*BEMOD*<Xtll**2-l·>l(l2•*Xllll+BEMOD**2*UP/12• 
c 

c 

c 
c 	 FIXED END MOMENT DUE TO DEAD LOAD ONLY c 

FMD=CD*BEMOD*<Xtll**2-l•>l<l2•*Xllll+BEMOD**2*UP/l2• c 
CALL TWOSP (FMDL•FMD•DAB•DBA•BMNTl c 
CALL THREEN <F~DL•FMD•DAB•DBA•CD•CL•UP,BMNPtBMNB•BMPP,X> c 

cc 
c 

c THE SECTION AT THE MIDSPAN OF THE GIRDER c 
. PM3=XC15l/CDP*2•*XC8)) ( 

CALL TBEAM (REtXR•DP•X2•C0VRP•Xl5•EK•UMMP•Fl•PMAX> c 
PHI(lAJ=(UMMP-BMPP>*l•E-07 c 
PHIC19)=PM3-P~IN c 
PHIC20l=PMAX-PM3 c 

c 	 c 

c 

c 	 THE SECTION AT THE SUPPORT OF THE GIRDER c 
PG=Xl6/CX<8>*DP) c 
PGDASH=X155/CX(8)*DP> c 
CALL DOUALE (Fl•P~AX•DP•COVTP•PG•PGDASHtX15~•X15•X8tUBMG•EK> ( 
PHI(21)=CURMG-BMNT l*l·E-07 ( 

PHI(22)=PG-PMIN c 
PHI(23)=PMAX-PG ( 

(c 
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C THE WEB REINFORCEMENT .C 

cC ----------------------------THE ULTIMATE LOAD PER FT OF LENGTH OF GIRDER cC 
ULT=7•~4*<X<?>*GI~OD+IX111-l•l*(X(3)-X{2))*{GIMOD-X(A)ll2•>*X(4)/B C 

C 
1EMOD+X(Al*(X(7)-Xl?>ll+le8*ZL*GIMOD

THE ULTIMATE REACTION 
C 
C 

VP=0.5056*BE~OD*ULT C 
CALL WEBRTG (X9,op,vp,x9,50,sG) c 
PHl(24l=<X<t0>-BEMOD*l2•/SG>*0•01 C 

c c 
C DEFLECTION CONSTRAINTS C 

c 
PHl(25)=0el8*FC/FY-PM3 C 

;c 
c c 
C CONSTRAINTS ON GEOMETRY C 
c ----------------------- c c c 
C THE MIN. THICKNESS OF THE SLAB=3.0 INCHES C 

PHI(26l=<X<2>-3.>ll0e C 
·C C 
C MINIMUM NUMBER OF SPANS TO BE 2• 

PHI(27l=<Xll)-2.l*l•E-08 
c c 
C THE MIN. WIDTH OF THE BEAM BB= 3. INCHES C 

PHI<28l=<XC4)-3.)*l•E-02 C 
c c 
C THE MIN. DEPTH OF THE GIRDER TP=9• INCHES C 

PHIC29J=CX<7>-9.)*l•E-02 C 
PHI(30) = X<7>-XC3) 

c c 
C THE MIN. 2 BARS N0.4 FOR THE BEAM AND THE GIRDER =0.4 IN**2 C 

PHI<31l=CX(l3>-0.4>*l•E-01 
PHI<32J=(X(l4}-0.4)*l•E-Oi 

C 
C 

PHIC33l=<X<l~)-0.4)*l•E-Ol C 
PHI<34l=<X<l6>-0.4)*l•E-01 C 

c c 
C MINIMUM 1-N0.2 PER FOOT OF SLAB C 

PHIC35)=X<ll)-0.05 C 
PHIC36)=X(l2>-0.05 C 
RETURN C 
END C 

CD TOT 0328 
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SUBROUTINE TWOSP (FMDLtFMDtDABtDBAtBMNT> 

C DISTRIBUTION FACTORS 
DBC=DBA 
DCB=DAA 

C FIXED END MOMENTS 
FMA=FMDL 
FMBA=-FMDL 
FMBC=FMDL 
FMC=-FMDL 

C le BALANCE 
PBAB=FMA*DAB 
PBBA=(FMBA+FMBCl*DBA 
PBBC=<FMBA+FMBCl*DBC 
PBCB=FMC*DCB 

c 
CAB=0.5*PBBA 
CBA=0•5*PBAB 
CBC=0•5*PBCB 
CCB=0.5*PBBC 

c 
C 2• BALANCE 

BAB=CAB*DAB 
BBA=(CBA+CBC>*DBA 
BBC=<CBA+CBC>*DBC 
BCB=CCB*DCB 

c 
C TOTAL MOMENT 

BMNT=FMBA+PBBA+CBA+BBA 
BMA=FMA+PBAB+CAB+BAB 
BMBC=FMBC+PBBC+CBC+BBC 
BMC=FMC+PBCB+CCB+BCB 
RETURN 
END 

CD TOT 0033 
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SUBROUTINE THREEN (FMDLtFMDtD~P,nAAtCDtCLtUPtBMNPtBMNAtBMPPtX) E 
DIMENSION X<ll E 
COMMON IALOK4/ GIMODtAFMODtCOV,cnVTBtCOVRRtCOVTP,COVRPtZL E 

c E 

c DISTRIBUTION FACTORS E 
DDC=DAB E 
DBC=DBA E 
OCB=DBA E 
DCD=DBA E 

c E 
c FIXED END MOMENTS E 

I=l E 
FMA=FMDL E 
FMBA=-FMDL E 
FMBC=FMDL E 
FMCB=-FMDL E 
FMCD=FMD E 
FMDC=-FMD E 
GO TO 10 E 

c FEM FOR POSITIVE POSITION E 

5 1=2 E 
FMA=FMD E 
FMBA=-FMD E 
FMBC=FMDL E 
FMCB=-FMDL E 
FMCD=FMD E 
FMDC=-FMD E 

c E 
c le BALANCE E 
10 PBAB=DAB*FMA E 

PBBA=DBA*CFMBA+FMBC> E 
PBBC=DBC*CFMBA+FMBC> E 
PBCB=DCB•CFMCB+FMCD> E 
PBCO=DCD*CFMCB+FMCD> E 
PBDC=FMDC*DDC E 

c le CARRY-OVER E 
PCAB=0•5*PBBA E 
PCBA=0.5*PBAB E 
PCBC=0•5*PBCB E 
PCCB=0.5*PBBC E 
PCCD=0.5*PBDC E 
PCDC=0.5*PBCD E 

c E 
c 2• BALANCE E 

OBAB=DAB*PCAB E 
OSBA=DBA*CPCBA+PCBC) E 
DBBC=DBC*CPCBA+PCBC> E 
DBCB=DCB*CPCCB+PCCD) E 
DBCD=DCD*CPCCB+PCCD) f 
DBDC=DDC*PCDC E 

c E 
c 2. CARRY-OVER E 

DCAB=0•5*DBBA E 
DCBA=0•5*DBAB E 
DCBC=0•5*DBCB f 
DCCB=0.5*DBBC E 
DCCD=0•5*DBDC E 
DCDC=0.5*DBCD E 

c E 
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c 3. BALANCE 
TBDC=DDC*DCDC 
TBCD=DCD*(DCCD+DCCB) 
TBCB=DCB*<DCCD+DCCB> 
TBBC=DBC*<DCBC+DCBA> 
TBBA=DBA*<DCBC+DCBA> 
TBAB=DAB*DCAB 
BMA=FMA+PBAB+PCAB+DCAB+DBAB+TBAB 
BMBA:FMBA+PBBA+PCBA+DBBA+DCBA+TBBA 
BMBC=FMBC+PBBC+PCBC+DBBC+DCBC+TBBC 
BMCB=FMCB+PBCB+PCCB+DBCB+DCCB+TBCB 
BMCD:FMCD+PBCD+PCCD+DBCD+DCCD+TBCD 
BMDC=F~DC+PBDC+PCDC+DBDC+DCDC+TBDC 
IF <1.Ea.1> GO To 15 
IF CJ.EQ.2> GO TO 20 

15 BMNP=ABS<BMBA> 
GO TO 5 

20 BMNB=BMBC 
c 
c THE BENDING MOMENT AT THE MIDSPAN OF THE SIMPLY SUPP. SPAN 
c -----------------------------------------

NS=X(l) 
H=NS 
DO 40 JJ = ltl0t2 
IF (JJ-NS>40,25,40 
CONTINUE 
BMSC=H*CCD+CL>*BEMOD/4. 
GO TO 30 

25 
30 

BMSC=<H**2-l•>*BEMOD*<CD+CL>IC8e*H) 
BMSU=UP*BEMOD**218. 
BMS=BMSC+BMSU 
BMPP=BMS-BMNB 
RETURN 
END 

CD TOT 0093 
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SUBROUTINE TBEAM <BEF,9,Ts,Ts,covsT,AS,EK,USM,Fl,PMAX) G 

C G 
~ ****************************************************************** G 
C PURPOSE OF THTS SUBROUTJ~f IS TO DETERMINE THE USARLF ULTIMATE G 
C MOMENT CAPACITY OF THE T-SECTION. G 
C ****************************************************************** G 
C G 

COMMON /BLOK2/ FC,FY G 
C G 
C FIND AS' SO THAT N.A. JS ON THE BOTTOM OF FLANGE G 

CC=Fl*BEF*TS G 
T=AS*FY G 

C G 
IF <T-CC> 20,20,5 G 

C G 
C TREAT BY THE TWO-COUPLE METHOD G 
5 Al=TS*<BEF-B> G 

A2=TIF!-Al G 
Cl=Fl *A2 G 
C2=Fl*Al G 
ASl=Cl/FY G 
PW=AS!/(B*<TB-COVBT>> 
P=AS/(B*<TB-COVBT>> 

G 
G 

IF CPMAX-<P-PW> > 15,15tl0 G 
10 USM:<C1*<TB-COVBT-0.5*A21B>+C2*CTB-COVBT-O.~*TS>>*0.9 G 

RETURN G 
15 USM=O • l G 

RETURN G 
C G 
C G 
C SECTION IS TREATED AS A RECTANGULAR SECTION G 
20 A=T/CFl*BEFl G 

USM=0•9*T*CTB-COVBT-0.5*A> G 
RETURN G 
END G 

CD TOT 0035 
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H 
H 

****************************************************************** ~ 

PURPOSE OF THTS SUBROUTINE IS T~ DETERMINf THE MAXIMU~ SPACING H 
OF THE VERTICAL -U- STIRRUPS AY THE ULT.-STRENGTH DESIGN H 
THEORY FOR RECTANGULAR SECTION. H 

****************************************************************** 1-l 
H 

COMMON /BLOK2/ FC,FY H 
AV=6.2A3*DIA**2/256. H 

H 
SHEAR STRESS AT A DISTANCE D FROM THE FACE OF SUPPORT H 
VS:VU/CB*D> H 

H 
SHEAR STRESS CARRIED BY CONCRETE ALONE H 
VUC=l•7*SO H 

-H 
LIMITATION H 
VUC1=5.l*SO H 
IF (VS-VUCll 5,5,10 H 
SMAX=D/2• H 
GO TO 15 H 
SMAX=D/4. H 

H 
THE MAXIMUM SPACING FOR A MIN. REQUIRED AV. H 
SMA=AV/(0.0015*8> H 

H 

----------------------------- H 
H 

SHAER STRESS CARIED BY WEB REINFORC• H 

VUS=VS-VUC 
IF CVUS> 25,25,20 

MAX.SPACING FOR ACTUAL STRESS 
SM=0.85*AV*FY/(6*VUS) 
GO TO 30 

THE WEB R. IS NOT 
SM=l4e 

SMAX=lOOO. 

SMA=lOO. 

IF CSMAXeLT.SMA) 

IF CSMAeLT.SM> GO 

SP=SM 
GO TO 50 
SP=SMA 
GO TO 50 
IF CSMAX.LT.SM> 
SP=SM 
GO TO 50 
SP=SMAX 
RETURN 
END 

REQUIRED 

GO TO 40 
TO 35 

GO TO 45 


CD 


H 
H 
H 

ii> • H 
H 
H 
H 

MIN. SPACING IS DETERNINED FROM PRACT H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 

TOT 0053 


http:CSMAX.LT.SM
http:CSMAeLT.SM
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I 

c I 
C ****************************************************************** I 
C PURPOSE OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO DETERNINE THE USABLE ULTIMAT~ I 
C MOMFNT OF THE RFCTANGULAR SECTION WITH TENSION REINFORCEMENT ONLY. I 
r ****************************************************************** I 
C I 

COMMON /BLOK2/ FC,FY I 
C I 
C BALANCED CONDITION I 

C 	 --------------------------~---- Ic 	 r 
c 	 r 
C 	 THE POSITION OF N.A.=EX I 

EX=3e*D/C3.+FY/29000.> I 
C 	 I 
C 	 THE FORCE DEVELOPED BY CONCRETE I 

CB=Fl*EK*B*EX I 
ASB=CB/FY I 

C 	 I 
C PB= BALANCED RATIO OF REINFORCEMENT I 

PB=CASB/CB*D>>*0•75 I 
C I 
C I 
c ACTUAL CONDIT I ON I 

C 	 ------------------------------- I 
C 	 I 
C 	 P= AN ACTUAL RATIO OF REINFORCEMENT I 

P=AS/ ( A*D > I 
IF CPB-Pl 10'10 t 5 I 

5 	 T=AS*FY I 
EXI=T/CFl*B*EKl I 
USB=0•9*T*(D-EXI*EK/2e) I 
RETURN I 

10 	 USB=0.1 I 
RETURN I 
END I 

CD TOT 0037 
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SUBROUTINE SEFKl fNtRMAXtRM!NtNCONStNFQUStFtGtXSTRTtNSHOTtNTEST,MA G 
lXMtJPRINT,IDATAtXtUtPH!tPS!tWORKltWORK2tWORK3tWORK4) G 

DIMENSION RMAXfl)t RMIN<l>t XSTRT(l)t X(l)t PHI(l)t PSI<l)t WORKl( 
lllt WORK2(1), WORK3(1)t WORK4(1) 

G 
G 

COMMON KOtNNDFX G 
IF CIDATA.NE.1> GO TO 1 G 
WRITE (6,13) !PRINT G 
WRITE C6tl4) !DATA 
WRITE (6tl2> N 

G 
G 

WRITE C6tl5> NCONS G 
WRITE f6tl6) F G 
WRITE C6tl7> MAXM G 
WR I TE ( 6 '1 8 > G G 
WRITE C6t24l NEOUS G 
WRITE (6tl9l NSHOT G 
WRITE f6t20) NTEST 
WRITE C6t2l) <RMAXC!)tI=ltNl 

G 
G 

WRITE (6,22l <R~IN<I> tI=ltNl G 
WRITE f6t23> CXSTRT<IltI=ltN) G 

1 WR I TE ( 6 '9 > G 
C· ZERO WORKING ARRAYS G 

DO ? I=l tN G 
XCI>=O.O G 
WORKI<I>=O.O G 
WORK 2 ( I ) =0 • 0 G 
WORK3<I>=O.O G 
WORK4CI>=O.O G 

2 CONTINUE G 
C G 
C · SEARCH IS USED BY BOTH SEEKl AND SEEK3 G 
C G 

KO=O G 
NNDEX=l G 
INDEX= I G 

C !NDEX=O INDICATES TO SEARCH THAT IT IS BEING USED BY FEASBL G 
KOUNT=O G 
R=l • G 

3 CALL SEARCH fXtUtNtXSTRTtRMAXtRMJNtPHitPSJt~CONStNFOUS,MAXMtNVtOLt G 
1FtGtIPRINTt!NDEXtR,WORK1,WORK2,WORK3,WORK4) G 

CALL SHOT cu,x,N,KK,PHJtDSitNCONS,NEOUStRMAXtRMIN'F'NTEST,NSHoT,wo G 
lRKl tWORK2 tWORK3 > G 

C CHECK To SEE WHETHER SUSR.SHOT HAS FOUND AN IMPROVED POINT G 
IF CKK.EQ.ll GO TO 4 G 
IF CKO.EQ.0) RETURN G 

C KO CANNOT BE RESET IN SUBR.SHQT, THEREFORE IF KO=l AT THIS STAGE G 
C THEN SURR.SFARCH FAIL~n AND SHOT FOUND NO IMPROVEMENT G 

WRITE (6,8) G 
GO TO 7 G 

4 IF (JPRINT.GT.0) WR!TE (6,11> U,(X(J),I=ltN) G 
KOUNT=KOUNT+I G 
IF <KOUNT.LE.NSHOT) GO TO 5 G 
WRITE C6t10) NSHOT G 
KO=l G 
GO TO 7 G 

C REDEFINE STARTING POINT FOR SEARCH G 
5 DO 6 I =1'N G 

XSTRTC!):X(J) G 
6 CONT I NUE G 

GO TO 3 G 
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c PRINT OUT LAST ITERATION RFSULTS<KO=l> G 
7 CALL ANSWFR CU,XtPHJ,PSI'N'NCONS,NEQUS) G 

CALL EXIT G 
c G 

B FORMAT <tH-t71HDIRECT SEARCH HAS HUNG UP AND SHOTGUN SEARCH CANNOT G 
1 FIND A BETTER POINT/41HTRY A DIFFERENT STARTING POINT AT LEVEL=l/ G 
2) G 

FORMAT (JHltJOX,38HDJRECT SEARCH OPTIMIZATION USING SEEKJ//) G 
FOR~AT (JH-t48HSHOTGUN SEARCH FOUND AN IMPROVEMENT BUT NSHOT =tl6 G 

1'18H HAS BEEN EXCEEDED> G 

11 FORMAT CtH-t7H.SHOT. ,5E16.Al<24X,4E16.8)) G 
12 FORMAT C6tH0NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES • • • • • • • • • G 

1 N =tl6) G 
13 FORMAT C61HOINTERMEDIATE OUTPUT EVERY IPRINT<TH) CYCLE ••• • IPR G 

lINT ='I6> G 

14 FORMAT C6JHOINPUT DATA IS PRINTED OUT FOR IDATA=l ONLY. • • • ID G 
tATA =tI6) G 

15 FORMAT C61HONUMBER OF INEQUALITY <.GE.> CONSTRAINTS• •• • • NC G 
lONS =,I6l G 

16 FORMAT <6tH0FRACTION OF RANGE USED AS STEP SIZE • •••• • • G 
1 F =tE19·8l G 

17 FORMAT C6tH0MAXI~UM NUMBER OF MOVES PERMITTED • • • • • • • • M G 

lAXM =tI6l G 
18 FORMAT C6tH0STEP SIZE FRACTION USED AS CONVERGENCE CRITERION. G 

1 G =tEl9e8) G 
FORMAT <6tH0NUMBER OF SHOTGUN SEARCHES PERMITTED. • • ••• • NS G 

!HOT =tI6l G 

FORMAT <6tH0NUMAER OF TEST POINTS IN SHOTGUN SEARCH • • • • • NT G 
!EST =t!6) G 

21 FORMAT <6JH0ESTIMATED UPPER BOUND ON RANGE OF XCI). • • • • • RMAX G 
t<I> =t//C5El6.8ll (. 

22 FORMAT <6tH0ESTIMATED LOWER BOUND ON RANGE OF XCI). • • • • • RMIN (. 

t<I> =,//C5El6e8ll G 
23 FOR~AT C6IH-STARTING VALUES OF XCI> • ••• • • • • • • • • .XSTRT G 

1<r> =,//C5EI6.e>> G 
24 FORMAT <6JH0NUMBER OF EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS. • • • • • • • • • NE G 

lQUS =tI6l G 
END G 

CO TOT 0097 
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SUsRoUTTNF SFAPCH<x,U,NtXSTRTtPMAXtRMTNtPHitPSTtNCONStNFQUStMAXMtN
tVTOLtFtGtTPR!NTtINDfXtRtXOtXRtDXXXtTXXX) 

DIMENSION X<1>tXSTRT<1JtRMAX<1>,RMIN<lltPHl(l),pSt<l>tXO(l)tXB<1>' 
lDXXX(l)tTXXX<l> 

COMMON KOtNNDEX 
c 
C DIRECT SEARCH PORTION OF SEEK! AND SEEK3 
c 
C 	 THIS IS THE DIRECT SEARCH ALGORITHM OF HOOKF AND JEEVES 
C SEARCH IS USED BE SEEKl AND SEEK3 
C NNDEX=l MEANS SEARCH HAS B~EN CALLED BY SEEK! 
C NNDEX=2 MEANS SEARCH HAS BEEN CALLED BY SEEK3 

NVIOLl=l 

KKK=O 

Ml = 0 


20 Kl=l 

K2=N 


30 	DO 40 I=KltK2 

DXXX(I)=O•

TXXX(I)=O• 

XOCI>=O• 


40 XB<Il=O• 

DO 60 I=KltK2 


60 	XCI> = XSTRT<I> 
C SET FIRST BASE POINT 

DO 70 I=KltK2 
70 XO ( I ) =X < I> 

C 	 GENERATE DELX<I> AND TEST<I> 
DO ao I=KltK2 
DXXX(I) = F*<RMAX<I>-RMINCI)l 

ao TXXX<I>=DXXX(I)*G 

NCALL=l 


100 CONTINUE 

GO TO (10ltl02lNNDEX 


101 CALL OPTIMFlCXtUARTtPHitPSitNCONStNEQUStNVIOL> 

GO TO 110 


102 CALL OPTIMF2CXtUARTtPHitPSitNCONStNEQUStNVIOL•R> 

110 IFCNCALL.NE.l>GOTO 120 


UARTO 	 = UART 
120 	CONTINUE 


IFCNVIOL.EQ.OJNVIOL1=0 

IF<NNDEX.EQ.ll GO TO 130 


C 	 INDEX:O INDICATES TO SEARCH THAT IT IS BEING USED BY FEASBL 
IFCINDEX.EQ.ll GO TO 130 

C IF SEARCH IS BEING USED MERELY TO OBTAIN A FEASIBLE STARTING POINT 
C THEN RETURN AS SOON AS SOLUTION GOES FEASIBLE 

IF!NVIOLleEO.O>GO TO 385 

130 GO TO <170, 200, 210, 355) NCALL 

170 CONTINUE 


C 	 MAKE SEARCH 
180 	NFAIL=O 


DO 240 l=KltK2 

X(J)=X(Jl+DXXXC!l 

NCALL=2 

GO TO 100 


200 	CONTINUE 
IFCUART.LT.UARTO) GOTO 230 

X(Il=X(JJ - 2.0*DXXXCil 

NCALL=3 


http:IFCINDEX.EQ.ll
http:IF<NNDEX.EQ.ll
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GO TO 100 
210 CONTINUE 

IF<UART.LT.UARTO> GOTO 230 
NFAIL = NFAIL + 1 
X(J)=X<I>+DXXX(J) 
GOTO 240 

230 UARTO = UART 
240 CONTINUE 
250 IF<NFAIL.EQ.N)GOTO 260 

GOTO 315 
260 DO 280 I=Kl,K2 

TF(DXXX<r>.GT.TXXX(f)) GO To 290 
280 CONTINUE 

GO TO 385 
290 DO 310 I=Kl\K2 
310 DXXX<Il=DXXX(I)l2. 

GOTO 180 
C ESTABLISH NEW BASE POINT 

315 DO 320 I=KltK2 
320 XB<I> = X<I> 

Ml = Ml + 1 
IF (NNDEX.EO.l> GO TO 330 
GO TO 340 

330 KKK=KKK+l 
JFCKKK.NE.IPRINTl GO TO 340 
CALL UREALCX,ULOWl 
WRITE (6,2) Ml,ULOW' <XCI>' I=l,Nl 
KKK=O 

340 CONTINUE 
IF<MlaGT.MAXMl GO TO 385 

C MAKE A PATTERN MOVE 
DO 350 I=Kl,K2 

350 XCI> = X(l) + <X<I> - XOCI>> 
NCALL=4 
GO TO 100 

355 CONTINUE 
IF<UART.LT.UARTO> GOTO 370 
DO 360 I=Kl,K2 
XO< I l = XS ( I > 

360 X (I) = XB (I ) 

GOTO 180 
370 DO 380 I=Kl•K2 
380 XO< I > = XS CI ) 

UARTO = UART 
GOTO 180 

385 CALL UREAL(X,U) 
GO TOC103tl04>NNDEX 

103 CALL OPTIMFI<XtUART,PHI,PSitNCONS,NEQUStNVIOLl 
GO TO 105 

104 CALL OPTIMF2CX,UART,pHf ,PSitNCONS•NEQUS,NVIOL,R) 
105 IFCNVIOL.EQ.0lGOT0387 

IFCMl.GT.MAXMlWRITEC6t4lMAXM 
KO=l 

387 RETURN 
2 FORMAT(lH0tJ4t3Xt5E16.8/C24Xt4El6.8)) 
4 FORMAT(lH0t60HNO FEASIBLE SOLUTION AFTER ALLOWABLE NUMBER OF MOVES 
lt MAXM ='16/) 

E:ND 
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SUBROUTINE SHOT<UtXtN•KKtPHI•PSitNCONStNEQUStRMAXtRMINtFtNTEST,NSH 
lOTtRRtXX,RF> 

DIMENSION PHI(J)tPSI<t>•RMAX<1>•RMIN(I)tX(I)tRR<l>•XX<t>•RF<1> 
COMMON KOtNNDEX 

C U:OPTIMUM DETERMINED BY DIRECT SEARCH. IT IS CHANGED TO IMPROVED 
c VALUE IF SUCH A VALUE rs OBTAINED 
C XX= TRIAL VALUES OF X<I> FROM SHOTGUN SEARCH 
C RF= FRACTION OF RANGE USED IN SHOTGUN SEARCH 
C KK= INDiCATOR TO SHOW IF U RETURNED IS AN IMPROVEMENT 
C INITIALIZE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR 

CALL FRANDN<RRtNtl) 
UMIN=U 
KK=O 

C THIS SHOTGUN SEARCH JS INTENDED TO GET THF. SOLUTION OFF A FENCE 
c RATHER THAN To INCH IT ToWARDS THE OPTIMUM. THEREFORE LARGE STEPS, 
C EQUAL 10. TIMES THE INITIAL STEP SIZE IN SEARCH ARE TRIED. 

DO 1 I= l tN 
1 RF<I>=IO.*F*ABS<RMAXCI>-RMINCI>> 

DO 4 J=ltNTEST 
CALL FRANDNCRRtNtO) 
DO 2 I=l•N 

2 XX(J):!XCT>-RF(J))+RR<I>*2•0*RF<I>
CALL OPTIMFlCXXtUTESTtPHitPSitNCONS•NEQUStNVIOL) 
IF<NVIOL.NE.0JGOT04 
JF(UTEST.GE.UMIN>GOT04 
UMJN=UTEST 
U::UTEST 
DO 3 I=l•N 

3 X(l):XX(I) 

KK=l 
4 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
SURROUTINE OPTIMFJCXtUARTtPHitPSitNCONStNEOUStNVIOL) 
DIMENSION X<t>•PHIClltPSICl> 

C VFRY MINOR VIOLATIONS OF INEQUALITY CONSTRATNTS SHOULD NOT MAKE 
C THE ENTIRE S0LUTION INFEASIBLE. THEREFORE TEST FOR PHICI>.GE.ZERO 
C WHERE ZER0=-1.0E-10 

ZERO=-leOE-10 
NVIOL=O 
SUMI=O.O 
SUM2=0.0 
CALL UREAL(X,U> 

c 
C SEEKl PENALTY FUNCTIONS -
c 
C A ROUTINE TO CALCULATE A VALUE FOR AN ARTIFICIAL OBJECTIVE 
C FUNCTION OF THE FORM 
c UART=UREAL+SUMCABSCPHICI>>>•10.E20+SUM(ARS(PSICl)))*l0.E20 
C WHERE 
C PSI<I> AND PHICI> IN THE ABOVE EXPRESSION ARE THE VALUES OF THE 
C CORESPONDING EQUALITY AND INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS THAT HAVE BEEN 
C VIOLATED 

IF<NCONS.Eo.OJGOT02 
CALL CONST(X,NCONStPHI) 
DO 1 !=l,NCONS 
IFCPHI<IJ.GE.ZEROlGOTOl 
SU~l=SU~l + ABSCPHfCI>>*IO.OE+20 
NVIOL=NVIOL + 1 
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1 CONTINUE 
2 IF<NEQUS.EQ.0)GOT0115 

CALL EQUALCXtPSitNEQUS) 
DO 3 I=l•NEQUS 

3 SUM2=5UM2 + ARS(PSICill*lO.OE+20 
115 UART=U+SUM1+SUM2 

RETURN 
END 

CO TOT 0067 
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SUBROUTINE FRANDNf AtN•M> 
DIMENSION A<l> 

C B IS A MACHINE-DEPENDENT CONSTANT AND 
C WHERE I =NUMBER OF BITS IN AN INTEGER 

8=262147.0 
X=M 
X:X/0.8719467 

20 IF<X.NE.0.0JY=AMOD<ABSCX)t3el8967) 
DO 10 K=ltN 
DO 11 J=lt2 

11 Y=AMOD<B*YtleO) 
ACKJ=Y 

C AVOID Y=O• AND Y=l• TO PREVENT DIVIDING 
10 IFCY.Eo.o.o.oR.Y.EQ.1.0>Y=0.182818285 

RETURN 
ENO 

CO TOT 0016 

B=2.0**CI/2+1J+3.0 

WORD <1=47 FOR CDC6400) 


INTO ZERO 
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SUBROUTINE ANSWER(U,X~PHitPSI,NtNCONStNEQUS) 
DIMENSION X(l),PHI(l),PSI(l) 
COMMON KOtNNDEX 

c THIS SUBROUTINE rs USED MERELY To OUTPUT THE FINAL SOLUTION IN A 
C STANDARD FORM. IF AN OPTIMUM IS NOT REACHED<KO=l>THEN THE RESULTS 
c AT THE LAST ITERATION MAY BE PRINTED our. 

CALL UREAL<X,U> 
IF<KO.EQ.O>GOTOl 
WRITE(6tl8) 
WRITEC6tl9)U 
GOT02 

1 WRITEC6t20> 
WRITEC6t2l>U 

2 WRITE<6t22>CJ,X(J)tJ=l,N> 
IF<NCONS.EO.O>GOT03 
CALL CONSTCX,NCONS,PHI> 
WRITEC6,23) 
WRITEC6t24><I,PHI<I>,I=ltNCONS> 

3 IFCNEQUS.EQ.0)GOT030
CALL EQUAL(X,psr,NEQUS) 
WRITE<6t25) 

18 
WRJTFC6t?6)Cy,pSJCJ)t!=ltNEQUS) 
FORMAT<1H-t1AXt25HRESULTS AT LAST tTERATIONt/) 

19 
20 

FORMAT(29Xt3HU =•El6.8//) 
FORMAT(IHlt21Xt22HOPTtMUM SOLUTION FOUNDt/) 

21 FORMAT(20Xtl2HMINIMUM U =tEl6e8//) 
22 FORMATC25Xt2HX(,J2t3HJ =tE16.8> 
23 FORMATC1H-t22HINEOUALJTY CONSTRAINTS) 
24 FORMATC23X,4HPHICt!2t3H) =•El6a8) 
25 FORMAT(!H-•22H EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS) 
26 FORMAT<23Xt4HPSy(,I2t3HJ =tE16.8) 
30 RETURN 

END 

CD TOT 0033 
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HRDZ,C~60000,T30. JANO. 
RUNCSl 

141SETINDF. 
REDUCE. 
LGO. 


6400 END OF RECORD 

PPOGRA~ TST (J~DUT,nUTPUT,TAPE~=INPUT,TAPE6=0UTPUT) 


c ·MC MASTER UNIVERSITY, CIVIL ENGINEERING' HA~ILTON, ONT., CANADA. 

c 

c D E S I G N 0 F F L A T P L A T E 

c 
c 

c PROGRAM DEVELOPER- JAN JANOSIK 

c 

c SCOPE 

c 

c THIS PROGRAM WAS DEVELOPED DURING 1970-1971 PERIOD AS THE PART 

c OF THF AUTMOP,S T~FSJS WORK WJTH INTENTION Tn HFLP THF nESIGNER T 

c TO DESIG~ ~nST FCONO~JCAL STRUCTURE. THE CONSTRAINTS FOR 

c THE DESIGN ARE IN ACCORDA~CE WITH NATIONAL RUILDING CODE OF 

c CANADA 1970. 

c 

c INPUT 1'. A 

,..(" **************************************************************#*** 
c A 
c STRENGTH - PRICF A 
c A 
c IPS 1-PRINT-OUT OF THE INPUT DATA OF STRENGTH-PRICE A 
c 2- NO PRINTOUT OF THE INPUT DATA OF STRENGTH-PRICE f,, 

c JAK 1- FOR SINGLE FC,UP(, 1 
A 

c 2- FOR SET OF COUPLES FCtUPC /l. 
c MB RANGE OF STRFNGTHS OF CONCRETE A 
c MS RANGE OF YIELD SlENGTHS OF STEEL A 
c FCCl'••••~Bl PARTICULAR tOMPRESSION STRENGTH OF CONCRETE 28 DAYS /1 
c AFTFR POURI~G CLB/IN**2l f:, 
c UPC<l'•'M8l THE UNIT PRICE OF READY MIXED CONCRETE C$/Y**3l f., 
c FY(J, •• ,~Sl PARTICULAR YIELD STRENGTH OF RfINFORCING STEEL A. 
c CLB/IN**2l A 
c UPS(l,.,~~Sl Ul\!IT PRICE OF STEEL ($/LBl A 
c f:, 
c UPFS UNIT PRICE OF FOR~WORK FOR SLAA ($/FT**2l A 
c A 
( ZL SUPERIMPOSED LOAD (LB/FT**2l A 
c I t1 
r,_ GEOMETRY A 
c 
c 
c BEMOD CFTl 

+------------------------------------~-+ c *-* *-* 
c + 
c * G* * * c I 
c c D M 
c 0 
c D* * * * c A 8 + 

/.r 
' * * * * c 
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c CA THICKNESS OF COLUMN SUPPORTING THE GIRDER TAKEN A 
c IN DIRECTION tREMODt C I N l A 
c CB THICKNESS OF COLUMN IN DIRECTION GTMOD <IN) A 
c HS HEIGTH OF STOREY CFTl fl 
c A 
c DETAILING A 
c A 
c !RUN 1- FOR THE FIRST RUN- THE VALUfS OF cov, ••• ,COVBP A 
c ARf SET INTERNALLY /, 
c 2- FOR THE ADJUSTING RUNS A 
c cov 0.7~IN+HALF DIA~ETER OF POSIT. STEEL IN SLAB CIN> A 
c A 
c A 
c INPUT DATA PREPARATION. A 
(' ****************************************************************** A 
c f.. 
c SEQUENCE OF CARDS VARIARLES FORMAT A 
r +-----------------+------------------------------------+---------
c 1 ANY ALPHANU~ERIC TITLE 13A6 "A 
c 2 IPStJAK,MBtMStIRUN 5I5 A 
c 3... FCCI>•I=lt~B 4F20.5 A 
c 4... FY(J)tJ=ltMS 4F20e5 /. 
c ?... UPC(I)tl=lt~B 4F20.5 A 
c 6... UPS(J)tJ=ltMS 4F20.5 A 
c 7 UPFS F20e5 A 
c P GIMODtBEMQD,ZL 3F20e5 fl.. 
c 9 CAtCRtHS 3F20e5 A 
c IF IRUN=2 -ADD THE FOLLOWING CARDS A 
c 10... RMAXC!)tl=ltl6 5Fl6.8 A 
c 11••• RMIN(l),I=ltl6 5Fl6·8 A, 

c 12... XSTRT(J),I=ltl6 5Fl6.8 A 
c 13 cov A 
c A 
c NOTF = IF SQMF VARIASLF(JI IS DESIRED TO PE CERTAIN UNCHANGED A 
c VALUF - S~T RMAX(J), R~IN(J)t XSTRTCJ) FQUAL TO THIS VALUE. 
c 
c 
c OUTPUT 
c ****************** 
c 
c Xl = THICKNESS OF THF SLAB ( I N l 
( X2 = t.RFA OF POSIT rvi:- STFFLCTN**2) AT ti\, 
c •• C0LUMN STRIP - •• 8 
c X? = /\RF A OF NEGATIVF STEFLCIN**?l.AT•R• .E 
c ·M 
c Xt+ = ARFA OF POSITIVE STEEL( IM**2l ATtCs .o 
c •• COLUMN STRIP -R- •• D f. 
c X5 = ARFA OF ~~EGA TT VF STEELCIN**2l.ATtDt A 
c A 
( XA = AREA OF POSITIVE STEEL< IN**,?l AT,A, A 
c •• C0LUMN STRIP -c- •• G A 
c X7 = AREA OF NEGATIVE STEELCIN**2l.AT,8, • I A 
c .M /, 
c X8 = ARE.A OF POSITIVF STFELCIN**2) AT,c, .o µ 
c •• COLUMN STRIP ·-D-. • D /1 
c Xq = Ar~EA OF NEGATIVE STEEL( IN**2l.ATtD, A 
c THE Pf<OGqAM PEG INS A 



c THE PROGRA~ RFGINS 
;c ================== ' 

c 143 

c 
C 


C 


C 


1 


2 
C 

C 

C 


C 


'l0 
C 

COM~ON /RLOKl/ TPStJAK/RLOK2/FCtFY/RLOK3/UPCtUPStUPFS f 
COMMON /8LOK4/ r,y~QD,BE~ODtCOV,ZL A 
CO~VON /RLOK5/ CAtCRtHS f 
l)!MFNSJnr-.1 WOPK1(16lt \,IORK2(16h \· 10RK~{16h ltl0RK4{Hd A 
f)!t..An!ST'"ll\l X(o). PHT(?O)t PS!{1l, XSTr:;iT(o), O~JAX(O), R'.ATf\!(O} f1 
ny~cNSJnN ocVP(?Q), ocvS(?OJ• rFNR(?0)t rFNS<?Ol A 
DIMENSION TITLE(13l A 

f 
A 

READ (5,7) (T!TLF!Ilt!=l'13l />. 
DATA NtJPR!NTtTDATAtNCONStFtMAXM,GtNFOUStNS40TtNTEST/ 9tltlt29t0e0 t 

11,300,a.10,o,1,::;c1 
WRITF C6t7l (TTTLF(JhT=ltl~l A 

A 
READ C5t8l IPS,JAKtM~tMStTRUN 

A 
READ (5,9) (PFVR(JJ,J=ltMBl A 
READ (5,cn (DFVSCJJ)•JJ=ltfv!S) f. 
READ (5,9} (CFNB(JJ,J=ltMBl A 
RFAD (::;,9) (CFNSCJJ)tJJ=ltlV1S) A 
IF (!PS.EO.l) r,n Tn 1 A 
GO TO 2 A 
','/Rf.TE (6,JOJ A 
WRITE (6,9) (PEVBCJJ,J=ltMBl A 
WRITE C6t11l A 
WRITE C6t9l (CENB<JltJ=l•MBl A 
WRITE C6tl2l /.. 
WRITE (6t9l (PEVS(JJltJJ=ltMSl A 
WRITF (6,131 A 
WRITF (6, 0 > (CFNS(JJ),JJ=ltMSl A 
READ (5,14J UPFS A 

A 
READ <5•15l GIMODtBEMOD•ZL A 
READ <5•151 CAtCBtHS A 
IF (IRUN.EQ.2) GO TO 3 A 

A 
XSTRT(l l = RF~OD *0.3 
XSTRT(2l=PFfv!~D*0.02J A 
XSTRT(3l=REfv!rD*0.03~5 A 
XSTRT(4)=8EM0,D*0.0169 A 
XSTRT<5l=BE~0D*0.017 A 
XSTRT(6l=GIMOD*0.021 A 
XSTRT<?l=GIMnC*0.0355 A 
XSTRT(Rl=~I~OD*0.0]6Q A 
XSTRT(o)=GI~00*0•017 A 

A 
AC= XSTRT(ll*l2. 
ASMAX = MAXIMUM STFFL IS TO 8F 10 PFRCFNT OF GROSS AREA OF CONCRET 
ASMAX = O.l*AC 
RMAX(lJ=(RE~OD+GI~ODl*0•3 A 
DO 30 ~~=2, 9 
R~tAX(~,.,l = ASVAX 
CONTil\!UF 

A 
l\S''1IM = .002·*"AC 
RMINCll=(RE~OD+GIMODl*O•l2~ A 



144DO 20 L=2'9 
RMINCLl = ASVJN 
CONTINUE 
OATA COV/7.25/ A 
GO TO 4 A 

Ac 
c SUPPLIED VALUFS OF EXPECTED BOUNDARIES MAX.,MIN.,AND A 

c STARTING VALUES RESPECTIVELY A 

3 READ (5'16) CRMAX(JhT=l,9) A 
READ (5,16l <R~JN(JJ,J=J,9) A 
REA~ (5,16) CXST~T(J),J=1,9J A 
READ (5,17) COV A 

Ac 
4 DO 6· I=l,MB A 

FC=PEVRCil 
UPC=CENRC!l/27. "' A 
DO 5 J=l,MS A 

A.FY=PEVSCJ> 
UPS=CFMS<J> A 
CALL SFFKl (~,RMAX,QMTN,~C0NS,~F0US'F'~'XSTPT,NSHnT,NTFST,MAXM,IPR A 
l!NT,rnATA,x,u,p~r,psr,woq~l,WOQK?,WORK1,woR~4) A 

CALL ANSWER cu,x,PHJ,PSI,N,NCONS,NEQUS) A 
5 CONT I MUE A 
6 CONTINUE A 

STOP A 
C A 
C A 
7 FORMAT C13A6) A 
8 F0RMAT (5151 A 
9 FnRMAT C4F?C.c:;) A 
10 FnRMAT C1X,*(0MDPFSSJO~ STRFNGTH OF CONCRFTF FCCPSIJ*) A 
11 FORMAT C3X,*UNIT PRICE OF CONCRETE UPCC$/CU.YD.l*) A 
12 FORMAT (1X,*YJFLO STRFNGTH OF R.F. STEFL FYCPSI>*J A 
11 FOR~AT C1X,*UNIT PPICF OF STEEL*> A 
14 FOR~AT <1F20.'5) A 
1 13 F 0 R\1 AT ( 1F2 0 • i; ) A 
16 F0RMAT C5F16.s:q A 
17 FORMAT CFJ6.Rl ti. 

E"m A 

I 

http:COV/7.25


SUBRnUTINE URFAL <X.U) p 

C 145 F 
r ****************************************************************** ~ 
C PURPOSF OF THJS SUPPOUTJNF JS TO CALCULATF nRJFCTJVF FUNrTJON= P 
C = U = PRICE OF R. F. FLAT PLATF SUPPORTED ON COLUMNS 0NLY E 
r ****************************************************************** r 

c 8 
DIMENSION X(l) E 
CO~MON /PLO~}/ IPS•JAK/RLC~2/FC•FY/8LOK3/UPc,UPS,UPFS P 
COMMON /qLOK5/ CA•CB•HS P 
COM~ON /PLOK4/ GIMOD•BEMOD.cov.zL p 
W=490. 

C 
C AUXILIARY INVERTION OF UNITS 

Xl=X(ll/12• 
X2=X(2l/144. 
X3=X('3l/144. 
X4=X(4J/144. 
X5=X(5)/144• 
X6=X(6l/l44. 
X7=X(7l/144. 
X8=X<8l/144. 
X9=X(9)/144. 

C 
C CON = PRICE OF CONCPETF 

CON=UPC*REMnn*GT~OD*Xl 
C 
C STEEL = PRICE OF REINFORCING 

P 
E 
e 
E 
B 
P 
B 
B 
B 
E 
B 
B 
B 
B 
8 
B 

STEEL B 
STEFL=LlOS*~;* J. i:;* ( PF·~rf)* ( x ?+X~+X4+X 5) +G n.~no* (X6+X7+X R+Xo) ) F 

c 8 
C FORM = PRICE OF FOR~WORK E 

FORM=UPFS*<BEMOD*GIMOD-CCA*CB/144.ll B 
c 8 
C THE ORJFCTIVF FUNCTION ,u, P 
c -------------------------- p

U=CON+STEEL+FQRM E 
RETURN B 
END E 

I 

http:FORM=UPFS*<BEMOD*GIMOD-CCA*CB/144.ll
http:GIMOD�BEMOD.cov.zL


SUPROUT!NF CONST (X,NCONS•PHI> 
. c \. 

c 146 c 
r ****************************************************************** c 
c PURPOSF OF THIS SURROUTI~F rs TO CALCULATF VALUFS OF c 
C THE INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS. C 
C AT THE FFASIRLE POINT PHI.GE.O. C 
r ****************************************************************** C 
c c 

D!~FNSION X<l>• PHT<ll C 
COMMON /RLOK2/ FC,FY C 
co~~ON /BLOK4/ GI~on.REMOD.cov.ZL c 
COM~O~ /RLOK5/ CA,(8,HS C 

C AUXILIARY VALUFS C 

c -------------------------------- c 
BEM=l2.*BE~OD C 
GI~=l?e*GI~OD C 
SQ=SORT<FC> C 
TU=X ( 1) -cr:v c 
ZD=12.5*X < 1 > C 
WU=l.5*ZD+l.R*ZL C 
B= 12. C 
EC=57500.*SO C 
X2=X(2l C 
X3=X(3) C 
X4=X(4) C 
X5=XC5) C 
X6=X(6) C 
X7=XC7l C 
X8=XC8l C 
X9=XC9) C 
FCC=FC-4000. C 
IF <FCCl 1•1•2 C 

1 EK=0.85 C 
GO TO 1 C 

2· EK=0.A5-0.05*(FCC/IOOO.> C 
3 F1=0eA5*FC C 
c 
C REDUCED SPANS 

BEMO=<RFM-CAl/12. 
GI~O=CGJM-C9l/12. 

c c 
c ~O~ENT CONSTRAINTS c 
c ============================== c 
c c 
c BENT -9- LONG DIRECTION c 
c c 
c c 

WUP = WU*GI~OQ/?. 
QR=WUR *RE~0**2 

C f\lFfiflTIVF ~o~·1F"-'l P·J RENT *R* A.T*R* 
B~AMEG=QB/11. 

C POSJTIVF MO~FNT IN ~ENT*R* AT*A* 
R~BPOS =COB/16.1*12. 

c CRITICAL SECTIONCFTl c 
AB=(CR+X( l l l /24. c 

c c 
( L~V~LFn N~~nTrv~ ~nl/~~T nT -8-AR ( 

R~q =(AR5(8MPN~GJ-An**?*WUP/2.l*l2. 

c ( 

http:GI~on.REMOD.cov.ZL


r 

~ .. 
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c PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 8FNT MOMEMTS TO STRIP MO~ENTS c 
c c 

AB = .60*RMR 
BR= • 76*Rr..•R 
OR = e40*PMRP05 
DB= e24*RMRPOS 

c c 
c BENT -G SHORT DIRECTION c 
c c 

WUG = WU*BEMOD/2. 
OG=WUG *GTM0**2 

C NEGATIVE MOMFNT I~ BENT*G* AT*P* TN LB-FT. 
~M<1NFG=OG/11 • 

C POSITJVF MOMFNT IN RENT*G* AT*R* INLR-IN. 
AMGPOS=COG/16.l*l2. 

c c 
c CRITICAL SECTION CFTl c 

AG=CCA+X(l)l/24. c 
c c 
c LEVFLED NFGATIV~ MOMENT c 

RMG=(APSCPMGNFGl-AG**2*WUGl2.>*l?e 
c c 
c PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION , ACTING IN BEMOD DIRECTION c 
r 
'

c 
AG=.24*R1v'G 
BG=• 76*R.MG 
CG= e40*R"-1GPOS 
DG=e60*8MGPOS 

c c 
c COtlPUTE F •"-10 c 

CR=SQRTC4.*CA*CB/3.141~) c 
FG=l.15-CR/GIM c 
IF <FG.LT.lel FG=l. c 
FB=l.15-CR/'3E~ c 
IF CFB.LT.1.l FR=l• c 

c ( 

OMP= o.1*WU*RF~On**'*Fq*C1.-?.*CRl<~.*RFMJJ**' 
OMG= o.1*WU*GTMnn**?*FG*<l.-?.*CR/(~.*GIM))**2 
SUM8 =R'·'8+PMRDOS c 
IF CSU~R .LT.OMA) GO TO 4 
GO TO 5 c 

4 88=.76*(0~8-AMgPQS) 

AB=. 6 o* {m,·g-RMRPOS) 
5 SU"-1G =R~'1G+FWGPOS 

IFCSU~G.LT.O~GJ ~O TO 6 
GO TO 7 c 

6 "RG =.76*(0MG-BMGPOSJ 
AG=e6C0*(0MG-BMGPOSJ 

c c 
CO~PUTE ULTIMATF ~nMENT CAPACITY OF THF SECTIONS c 

7 CALL SP'-PLF (R,TU,X?,F'<•Uc,M/,F1l ( 

(fill SJ••DLF (n,Tt!,X~,Fl(,IJC.~J~,F1) c 
CALL SP,'PLI=" (R,TU,X4,t:"K,l!C:~1~,F1J ( 

CA L L S p,1 P L E ( n ' T U ' Xi; ' F K ' l 1S ~.1 5 • F 1 J c 
CALL sr~PLE (8,TU.X6,FK•US~6,F1J c 
CALL ST~·~PLE (p,Tu,x7,t:"!(,!JSM7,F1J c 
CALL SP'PLE (8,TU,XR,FK,LJS'\1fhF1 l c 



L 

CALL SP,•PLE (B,TlJ.XG,.Fl(•US~Aq,Fl) 148 c 
c RE, ANDGI= U~IT STRIP IN THIS CASE 1 FT. WIDE STRIP 

RE= RH"OD*.5 

GI=GIMOD*e5 

PHIC1)=(USM2-AB/BE>*l·E-05 

PHIC2)=CUSM3-BR/8E)*1•E-05 

PHI(3}=CUSM4-0R/BF>*l•E-05 

PHI(4}=CUSM5-D8/RFl*l•E-05 

PHIC5l=CU~M6-AG/GI>*l·F-05 
PHl(6)=(USM7-RG/GTl*l•F-05 

PHIC7l=(USMR-CG/GI>*l·E-05 

PHI(8)=CUSM9-DG/Gil*l·E-05 


c 
c 	 ================================= 
c SHEAR 
c ================================= 
c 

FI=·85 
c TWO-WAY ACTION RFACTIO~!CU3l 

VT:CCBEMOD*GIMOD>-<CCA+TU>•<CB+TU))/144•>*WU 
c 
c TWO-WAY ACTION SHEAR STRESSCLR/IN**2l 

VST:VT/CTU*C4.*TU+2.*(CA+CRl)) 
c 
c ALLnWARLE SµFAQ STRFSS nUF To TWn WAY ACTION 

AST=4.*SO*FT 
c 
c 
c ONE WAY ACTJnN REACTION CLRl 

VO:CWU•<0.5*(REM-CA-?.*TUl•GIMl)/144. 
c 
c 	 ONE WAY ASTJON SHEAR STRESS 

VSO=VO/ ( TCH!·G IM l 
c 
c ALLOWAPLF SHEAR STRESS DUO TO ONF WAY ACTIOM 

A50=2.*SO*FI 
c SHEAR CONSTRAINTS 
c 

PHI(G)=(AST-VSTl*l.F-0~ 

PHIClOJ=CASO-VSOl*l•E-0~ 
c 
c 
c ================================ 
c 	 DEFLECT TOM 
c 	 ================================ 
c 
c 	 MJNI~UM SLAB THICKNESS 
c 	 TARLE 7 OF NATIONAL RUILDING CODF OE CANADA 

JI= CFY-SllOOO.l p,o,1c 
R TS=nfM/-;6. 

GO TO J1 
9 TS=Rf\1/33. 

GO TO 11 
l 0 	 TS=REl"l/30 .. 
11 	 JFCXCll-TSJ15,16•16 
16 	 PHIClil=J. 

PH I C 12 ) =1 • 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
( 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

( 

( 

( 

( 

r 

-c 
... 
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149PHIC13l=XC1l-5. 
GO TO 17 

C DIAGONAL CLEAR-SPAN c 
15 DL::SQRT<BEM**2+Gifv'**2)-S0RTCCA**2+CB**2l c 

cDLS=DL**2 
GL=ZL *DL .c; 11 2. c 

cc 
C 	 SUPPORT fv'OMFNT, BMS c 

B~S=GL/11• 
C MIDSPAN MOMENT, BMM c 

8MM=GL/16. 
C ~OMENT OF INERTIA' SI c 

cSI=XCll**'3 
cc 

C 	 CQITICAL ~IDSPAN DFFLFCTTON QUF TO l IVF LOAn-IMfv'IDIATE 
YM=~·*nLS*<8~~-o.1*PWS)/C4R.*ST•ccl c 

c 	 c 
c c 
C ADDITIONAL DEFL. DUE TO S~RINKAGF AND CREEP< ASSUMING60 PERCENT OF C 
C ZL TO PE SUSTAJNF~ ~ND CREFP F~CTOR = ?) C 

YAD = ?e*YM*((Zn+.A*ZLl/CZn+ZLll 
cc 

c THF SUPTnTAL nFFLFCTT~N c 
YSUS::YM +YAO 

cc 
c TOTAL DEFLECTION c 

YT=l.~*YSUB c 
cc 

c 	 ALLOWAPLE DEFLECTION c 
YALL=DL/3AO. c 

cc 
cc 	 CONS TR A. If\!T 

PHI(lll=YALL-YT +2. c 
PH I C 1 2 ) =YA L L - Y'·1 
PHI(l3l=XCll-5e 

cc 
cc 
'c 	 ===================== r 

c 	 OTHERS c 
cc 	 ===================== 
cc 
c 

( ~IN. AR~A OF REINFORCING STEEL REOUJRFD FOR SHRINKAGE AND TEMP. c 
17 AS~=0.002*12•*X(l) 

( 

c 
PH I ( 1 4 l =X ( ? l - A 9.-. c 
PH I ( 1 5 l =X ( 3 l -A 9~ c 
PHI (16l=XC4l-AS'~ c 
DH I ( 1 7 l =X ( 5 ) -AS ~J c 
DHJ (,1Rl=X(6J-A.SM ( 

PHI ( 19 l =X ( 7 l -AS"'~ c 
PHI C2Gl=XC8l-ASfv' c 
PHI (21 l=X(9)-A,SM c 

cc 
c 	 MIN. 1 PAR N~.3 PFR FT.=!SP=0.11IN**? c 

(ASP=0.11 
PH I (2 2) = X ( 2) -A Sg c 
PH! C23l=X(3)-A.5R ( 

http:C23l=X(3)-A.5R
http:ASP=0.11
http:1Rl=X(6J-A.SM


. \ 

PHIC24)=XC4)-AS8 
PHJ(2i;)=XC5J-ASP 
PH!(26)=XC6J-ASR 
Df-IT(?7)=XC7J-ASR 
PH!(28)=XCRl-ASR 
PHIC29)=X(q)-ASR 
RETURN 
END 

150 c 
( 

c 
( 

c 
( 

c 
c 
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SUBROUTINE DOUBLE (fl,PMAX,D,DDASH,P,PDASH,AS,ASDASH1B,UBM'EKI F 
COMMON /BLOK2/ FC,FY F 

C F 
C ***************************~************************************** F 
C F 
C PURPOSE OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO DETERMINE THE USABLE ULTIMATE F 
C MOMENT, UBM' IN THE ACTUAL CONDITION OF DOUBLE REINFORCED F 
C RECTANGULAR SECTION. F 
C F 
C *****************************************************************~r F 
C ESPT ~ 29,000,000 *Oe003 F 

ESTP=87000. F 
PROZ=P-PDASH F 
IF (PMAX-PROZ) 20,5,5 F 

5 PROZD=Fl*EK*DDASH/(FY*Dl*(87000./(87000.+FYJ) F 
IF (Pf-WZD-Pi~OZ) 15'15•10 F 

10 A=(AS-ASDA5Hl*FY/(Fl*Bl F 
UBM=0•9*( (AS-ASDASHl*FY•ID-A/2.l+ASDASH*FY*(D-DDASHll F 
RETURN . F 

15 COEl=((ESTP-Fll*ASDASH-FY*ASl/(Fl*B*EKl F 
COE2=ESTP*ASDASH*DDASH/(Fl*B*EKl F 
EX=-COE112.+5QRT(COE1**214.+COE2l F 
CC=Fl*B*EX*EK F 
CS=ESTP*ASDASH*(l.-DDASH/EX-Fl/ESTPl F 
UBM=0•9*(CC*<D-EX*EK/2.l+(S*ID-DDASHl l F 
RETURN F 

20 UBM=0.1 F 
RETURN F 
END F 

.. 
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